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G. Bornbach
MR; CHAIRMAN,
-LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: It is a privilege and a pleasure
to welcome you to Basle University on the occasion of the Per Jacobsson Lecture. This year’seminentspeakers,
Otmar Emminger,Adolfo
Diz, and Jinos Fekete, are, likesome of theirpredecessors,speaking
in the Aula where Per Jacobsson, as Managing Director and Chairman
of. the ExecutiveDirectors of the International Monetary Fund, also
madespeeches to packedaudiences.Many
of uswere here on those
occasions.
While Per Jacobssonwent to Washingtononlya few months after
I came to Basle, I have heard from my colleagues how closely attached
he was both to theUniversity and to Basle.Personally, I have a very
vividmemory of hisparticipation in BasleUniversity’sfive hundredth
anniversary. While he was, already in the
1930s, available for speeches
and seminars, it was really during the war that he was able to increase
his participation in the life not only of the University but also of Bade
and of Switzerland.Busythoughhebecame
later, healwaysmaintainedthese contacts. Thus we allprofitedfromhis
attempts always
to see and support constructiveforces in aninternationalperspective.
Hismanyfriendscouldalso
count on his active interest in their
w,elfare and their work.Hecoulddiscussconstructivelywithacademic
pcople,specialists, and farmers, as. well aswithbusinessmen.

But it was perhaps his wit that gave him such easy contact with the
pcopleofBasle,themselvesfamous
for their sense of humor.Onthe
many occasionswhen we joinedforces for adrink after aspeech,his
stories, drawn fromtheworldscene,wouldenliventheconversation.
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But as he could laugh at himself, several of them were not always too
friendly to our common field of study, namely, economics.
When, as one of the guests of honor ‘at the Mustermesse, the President of the Regierungsrat ofBasle-who
is represented here today by
Regierungsrat Eugen Keller-asked Per Jacobson if heagreed that
the Swiss worked hard, heanswered,“Yes, but I remember from my
school days that some of
my
colleagues had to work harder than
others.”
This story dates from 1949, when the Faculty of Philosophy of our
Universitygavehim a doctorate honoris causa.
We can onlyregret that the active plans Per Jacobsson had made
to retire to Baslewerenever
to be fulfilled. The Basle Centre for
Economic and Financial Research was then stillinexistence.
I was
proud to be his co-director and had looked forward to hispresence
here in Basle. I also look back with pleasure to the collaboration with
his daughter Erin Jucker-Fleetwood,who washis alternate inBasle.
We are also very ha.ppy to have present with us Mrs. Per Jacobsson,
who we know was a verygood companion and of great help to her
husband.
BasleUniversityis
happy that the friendly and scientific contact
with the Bank for International Settlements has continued inspite of
intervening changes.
As we were hosts for the inaugural Per Jacobson ‘Lecture, we are

particularly proud to receive again, on this tenth anniversary, the bankers and economists of the world.
W . Randolph Burgess

THEFIRST THING I WISHTO DO is to extend our gratitude to Professor
Bombach and to the University for the manythingstheyhave
done
for us: for their being our hosts on this occasion and ‘on two previous
ones, and also for their continuing helpfulnesswith Per Jacobsson’s
work, andfor the establishment and operation of the library of the
books, pamphlets, and documents of Per Jacobson, making them available to students. Truly, weowe a debt of gratitude to this University.
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I am delighted that we have here members of the Jacobsson family
to sharewith us in this meeting.
Let me,while I am expressingappreciation,alsoinclude
Bank Corporation for theveryfestiveluncheontheygave
their great hospitality to us.

the Swiss
us and

Next on my list is, of course, the Bank for International Settlements,
which has welcomed us here three times. Many of you will recall their
workwith us in ,the establishment of the Jacobsson Fpundation. But
more broadly; we should be grateful for the existence of the Bank and
what it has done for our countries and for our economicsystem.
Dr. Bombach has given you a little dip into history, and I suggest, for
a minute, going back still further-forty-three
years-to the launching
of the BIS, because I had a part in that launching. It was at the time
of thediscussions of the Young Plan inthespring of 1929 in Paris,
when a complete impasse had been reached in the settlement of postwar
arrangements, and everybody
was
looking
around for solution.
a
Owen D. Young, who was a statesman, as well as
a businessman, suggested that the solution was to create a new institution. Then he summoned four people to Paris: WalterStewart,thenEconomicAdvisor
of.the Bank of England; Shepard Morgan, Deputy to the Agent General
for Reparation Payments; Pierre Quesney of the Bank of France, who
later became General Manager at the BIS; and myself. We were asked
t o draw UP a plan for an institution that would solve a number of political
andeconomicquestions.
The BISwastheresult.
In afewdays
we
had to come up with a plan for a bank that, curiously enough, was designed to be “an elastic link in the chain of reparation payments.”
It did not turn outexactly that way.But it dideven better, for it
crcatedaninstitution
around whichhavegatheredthefinancialand
cconomicstatesmen of Europe for personal contacts. Thesemonthly
mcctings,goingonyear
after year,throughpeaceandthroughwar,
hwc done, I am sure, an enormousamount for theeconomichealth
of our countries.
Lct us draw a conclusion, and hope that the present economic health
will beimproved bymoreofthesamemedicine.
I amsure we can
look forward to that in time.
Now today we haveachallengingprogram,beginning

with a fine
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paper by Dr.Otmar Emminger,whichmany
of youhavereceived
ahead of time duetoDr.
Emminger’skindness and the help of the
Bundesbank.
We are delighted to hear from Dr. Emminger, who is a leader in, this
field.Youallknowhiscareer.
It isoutlined’in the program. I call
now on Dr. Emminger.

Inflation and the
International MonetarySystem
By Otmar Emminger

This is the written version of Dr. Emminger’s paper, which w a s
prepared and distributedin advance. His oralpresentation
begins on page 33, below.
1. TheBretton Woods SystemBroke Down Because of Its
Inflationary Implications

THREE
YEARS

M. PIERRE-PAUL SCHWEITZER, the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, said in an address given at an
InternationalFinancialConferenceinGeneva,“Looking
back at the
1960’s, we can say that theinternationalmonetarysystemhasbeen
through something of an ordeal by fire. It survived that ordeal and has
emerged with improved foundations.” The ordeal he was speaking of was
;I series of crises around the pound sterling from 1964 to 1968 and the
gold crisis of 1968. How then shouldwe,incomparison,characterize
what has happened since 1970 inthe internationallmonetary sphere?
In order to keep the right proportion betweenthetwoperiods,
we
wouldhave to say that the internationalmonetarysystemhasbeen
through an ordeal by holocaust. And as of now it has not.yet emerged
with improved foundations-although
we fervently hope that crisis will
bc converted into opportunity, and that an improved system will finally
AGO,

cmcrge.

It hasalwaysastonished
me that one of thecrucialpointsbehind
Ihc breakdown of theoldsystemseems
to havebeen so littleunderri
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stood. Many people-includingmany
monetary experts-seem to believe thatthe main problem was the h n e s t in the foreignexchange
markets produced by distrust in parities and disorderly capital flows.
Some people-economists aswellaspoliticians-have
drawn the conclusion that, in order to preventsuch disorders in future, very large
facilities should be created for financingsuch capital flows: .unlimited
financing through the IMF was advocated in the influential New York
Times, and special automatic credit facilities in the Fund have indeed
been proposed for such a purpose during the discussions on international monetary reform; European politicians have been suggesting large
automatic financingfacilities
through the new European Monetary
Fund for similar purposes.Allthismisses
the real point. The former
regime did not break down merely because of the unrest in exchange
markets. It is remarkable that, in spite of the currency disorders, world
trade has continued to expand by leaps and bounds; and in spite of a
rush of controls againstdisequilibrating capital flows, international investment-in particular, direct investment-is flourishing. Nor didthk
system break down because of a lack of financing facilities-European
central banks have no lack of their own currency withwhich to buy
up incoming dollars, It broke down because the limit of tolerance ,for
the inflationary effect of such currency inflows had been reached. New
financial facilities (or a “recycling” of short-term .capital flows) would
be no remedy for that, but would only increase the potential for more
iaf’lationary capital 9aws.
So the former system broke down because of its inflationary implications. This isworthstressing.
One should take note of this fact .in
the present reform discussions,where so manyobjectives are being
pursued but where sometimes the need for providing better protection
against inflation is pushed into the backgr0und.l

The relationship between the world monetary system .and inflation
has not alwaysbeen so unambiguousas during the recent currency
crises. True, the system, and particularly its central part, the de facto
dollar standard, has been criticized’by eminent experts as a “perfect
inflation machine.” But on the other hand, in the firsttwodecades
1 After last year’s Annual Meeting of the IMF Governors in Washington (September 1972), whichconcerneditselfmainlywithworld
monetary reform, the
a horrible silence on worldinflation.”
London Econotnist wrote:“Buttherewas
In essence this was true, although the problem was mentioned by a few Governors.

XT
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after Bretton Woods the prevalent view, at least in the United States
and Britain, was that the world monetary system had a “deflationary
bias.” Two reasons were advanced for that view: a one-sided adjustment process and an inadequate system of liquidity creation. It was
assumed that a system of fixed parities exerted pressures for adjustment
on deficit countries but hardly on surpluscountries.
This was the
suspicion and fear which had haunted Keynes at the Bretton Woods
Conference (hefeared a “contractionist pressure on world trade”).
As timewent on, this fear was transmitted to the United States, and
it. haslingered on there to this day. It has found itsreflectionin the
American proposals for monetary reform whose main intention is to
put more adjustment pressure on surplus countries.

A second reason for fearing a deflationary bias was the view of the
Triffin school that a systemwhichreliedmainly
on the creation of
dollar liabilities for its supply of additional reserveswouldinevitably
bump against a ceiling and would over time lead to a shortage of international liquidity; the more extreme school even predicted an international “liquidity collapse.”
,This dualfear of”built-indeflationhasbeenbelied
velopments. These have demonstrated, first, that the
adjustment to paymentsi.mbalanceshasresulted
not in
but in an inflationary, bias of. the system, and, second,
experiencing a liquidity shortage we havebeenexposed
liquidity,:esplosion.

by actual demechanism of
a deflationary,
that instead of
to a colossal

Professor (Lord) Robbins, a participant at the Bretton Woods Conference, has recently narrated the story ofhow the well-known British
Treasury expert, R. G. Hawtrey, had sent a note to the Britishdelegation at Bretton Woods which. said in essence,“What’sallthistalk
about deflation after the war? The problemisnotgoing
to bedeflation; it’sgoing to beinflation.’’Hislonelyforesightwas
not taken
seriously at Bretton Woods.

II. SomeExplanationsof

World-Wide Inflation

I

Let us first take a glance at the phenomenon of world-wideinflation.
The evolution over recent years points to some common cause or causes
of worldinflation. Indeed, what is particularld striking and ominous
i.nthe world economy of today” is not only the progressive strengthening
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but, in particular, the universal character of inflationary forces in the
industrial countries. Among the OECD chntries, the average weighted
price increase-measured’in terms of consumer prices-was 2.4 percent
per annum in the second halfof the 1950s, 2.6 percent per annum in
the first half of the 1960s, 4.2 percent per annum in the second half
of the 1960s, and 5.3 percent per annum in the three years 1970 to
1972. At present, nearly all industrial countries seem to bemarching
“in step” at a rate of inflation of 7 percent or more.
Economists have various explanations at hand for the almost universal
character of inflation. According to some, there has been a simultaneous
change in the socio-economic environment in most industrial countries
which’has nearly everywhere led to excessive claims on the economy,
be itfrom
overambitious government (and government-subsidized)
spending or excessivewage settlements, or in mostcases fromboth.
This has resulted in many countries in an irrepressible combination of
demand and cost-pushinflation together with a dangerous escalation
of inflationary expectations. There can be no doubt that the universal
propagation of price inflation has been facilitated by the transmission
mechanism of fixed parities. But this contribution, in the view.of these
observers, has not been a primary, but only a supplementary, source of
world-wideinflation.Suchan
explanation raises several questions:
Where is the place of monetary policyinthiswhole
argument? Why
has monetary policy become so permissive universally? And what. has
happened to the balance of payments discipline of fixed parities? Were
not fixed parities supposed to put a brake-perhaps the only effective,
because exogenous, brake-on spendthrift governments and excessive
wage settlements?
Other observers emphasize the monetary side and argue: As we
have inflation on a world-wide scale, we must have had excessive money
creation on an international scale. So we should perhaps look toward
the excessive. expansion of international liquidity as the really universal
scapegoat forthe loosening of the monetaryreins.Buthow
;canwe
explain the fact that the dangerous acceleration of world-wide price
2 Even as late as
1971, Professor Harry Johnson said, in
a panel discussion on
of inflationin
WorldInflation,“Themajordisciplineimposedforthecontrol
individualcountries is thefearofbalance-of-paymentsdeficits.”
He thusreiterated an argument put forward very forcefully by Professor Jacob Viner twenty
yearsearlier.
,
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inflation began in the second halfof the 1960s, at a time when the creation of international reserves was still very modest-more modest,
indeed, thanin the first half of the 1960s? The connection between
international liquidity, in the sense of the supply of world reserves, and
domestic money creation and inflation is not so simple and direct, although there can be no doubt that the liquidityexplosion after 1970
has had something to do with the subsequent further acceleration of
price inflation.
Other experts explain world-wide inflation by simply pointing to demandand price developments inthe United States. In their view,
developments in the largest economy of the western world will decisively
influence, at. least in asystem of fixed parities and unlimited dollar
financing, the development of moneysupply and priceselsewhere. As
one authority on international monetary affairs put it, “Inflation in the
United States determines the pace of inflation abroad.” Or, as Milton
Friedman used to say, “Under a dollar-based system with fixed exchange
rates, the monetary policies of the worldwill be determined by the
monetary policy of ‘theFederal Reserve in Washington.” But here again
doubts arise when we look more closely at the historical facts. It is true
that, in the period of Vietnam escalation from 1966 through 1970, the
U.S. economywas the pacesetter of inflation’ in the industrial world.
But from 1971 to 1973, money creation as well as price and costinflation have been at significantly lower rates in the United States than
in, the rest of the industrial world. Why has this recent lower rate of
U.S. inflation not had any dampening effect whatsoever on world price
inflation, although its retarding effects in terms of other currencies were
strongly reinforced by the devaluation of the dollar? And looking
over a longer period, in the twenty years from 1953 to 1973 U.S. prices
increasedless than those of all other major industrial countries, even
8 In theyears1965through1969theaverageannualincrease
of goldand
only 2.0 percent,asagainst3.6percentinthe
foreignexchangereserveswas
period from 1960 through 1964.
4 GottfriedHaberlerandThomas
D. Willett, A Strategy for U.S.Balance of
Payments Policy ,(Washington,1971 ), p. 20: Haberlergivessomereasons
for
thisAmericanpricedominance,
i.e., for an asymmetricalrelationshipbetween
prices in theUnitedStatesandinothercountries.Similarly,ProfessorHarry
Johnson: “U.S. pricestend to serve as an anchor to everybodyelse’s.’’
fi Fromthebeginning
of 1971throughMarch1973,
U.S. pricesinterms
of
deutschemarks fell by16percent(consumer‘prices)and
12 percent(export
unit values).
.

I
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apart from changes in relative currency values. Why has this not acted
as a brake on inflation elsewhere? And have
not other countries complained again and again that theywere importing inflation from the
United States even in periodswheninflation
there wasmuchlower
than elsewhere?
111. TheContributionoftheInternational
to World Inflation

Monetary System
’.

I

It appears that none of these mono-causal explanations is fully convincing, although each of them points to one probable ingredient of the
complicated process inflation.
of world
..
.

What we are interested in here is what contribution the international
monetary system has made to this process. Has the fault beenwith
deficient national policies in major countries whose inflationary effects
were then propagated throughout the world by the transmission meclianism of fixed parities? Or has the systemitself contributed to or .reinforcedthe inflationary tendencies by itsown institutions? Atthe
IMF Meeting in Viennain 1961, the Governor of the Dutch central
bank, Holtrop, declared, “In my opinion, our present problems are not
due to any inherent deficiency in our institutional setup. Therefore, we
cannot hope to solve them by changes in our institutions, but only by
changes in our policies.” There is no doubt that, had all the major
countries pursued perfect policies and fully lived up to the rules of the
game, the system-or for that matter, any system-would probably
have worked well. But the real question is: How did the internatiofial
monetary system, as it evolved from the Bretton WoodsAgreements,
face up to the realities of the postwar era, including those arising from
far-reachingstructural changesin the worldeconomy? And, in particular, has it been a positive or a negative factor inthefightagainst
inflation?
My answer to thesequestionsis
that theinternational monetary
system has not only yielded in too permissive a wayto inflationary
forces which emanated from domestic inflation in important countries,
but has also been generating inflation on its own. Let mebriefly
enumerate the main developments that have contributed to this result.

1. The transmission mechanism of fixedparities has workedmo’re
and more as a one-way street only, namely, in the direction of inflation.

EMMINGER-TEXT
OTMAR
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The much vaunted discipline of the balance of payments did not work.
This has been due mainly tothe increasingresistance-or
sheer inability-on thepart of deficit countries to adjust to external deficits
by’ domestic stabilization, let alone even the mildest form of deflation.
The most important, but by no means the only, example of this asymmetric. adjustment process has been the deficit of the United States,
which .as the reserve center of the system had practically unlimited external financing available until the system broke down. Thus, while
some academic economistswerestilltheorizing
about the presumed
“deflationarybias” ,of the adjustment process, in actual practice its
bias wasin the opposite direction.

2. The mechanism of rigid parities not only transmitted inflation
from one country to another, but even converted noninflationary structural deficits, like that of the United States during part of the postwar
period, into a source of inflation for the rest of the world. Most industrial countries defended their ownparitiesbyinterventionagainst
the
U.S.’ dollar, as the dollar hadbecome the intervention and reserve
currency of the world. Thus, in the name of supporting the fixed
paritiessystem,theyallowed
a large structural imbalance to build up
in the world economy, with the further consequences of imported inflation and excessive liquidity creation.

3. Over the last ten years, volatile capital flows have assumed dimensions never dreamt.of .before. In a system of fixed, but no longer
trusted, parities they have magnified the pressure of imported inflation
in the recipient countries and they have undercut anti-inflationary policies in some countries which formerly played a crucial disciplinary role
as .‘‘islandsof stability.”
4. There has been an inherent tendency in the .system to ,create too
much international liquidity in the form of the excessive accumulation
of currency reserves. The mainsource of thisexcessliquiditywas,
of
course, the protracted payments deficit of the United States, the reserve
center of the system. But there have also been ‘other sources of uncontrolled liquidity creation, such as a trend towarddiversification of exchange reserves into currencies other than the dollar as wellasmoney
creation inthe Euro-money market.

This combination of trends and forcesin the worldmonetarysystem-namely, a one-sidedprocess of balance of payments adjustment,

’
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a rigid parity system based on a .structurally weakening dollar,. destabilizing capital flows, and uncontralled expansion .of international liquidity-has proved to be about the most inflationary mixture imaginable.
It has helped to pervert fixed parities from an instrument disciplining
deficit countries to one forcing monetary debauchery on surplus
countries.

I think it isworthwliile to analyzesome of these processes a little
further so as to be able to draw lessons for the future.
IV. TheDegeneration of the FixedParitiesSystem

A system of fixed parities can onlyworkwithout too muchinflation
.:
if there is a certain balance in the adjustment process. Of course, nobody nowadays would dare to expect from a deficit country even .the
mildest form of deflation.But a deficit country should at least contribute to adjustment by eliminating domestic ‘inflation. During the last
ten to fifteen years, there has been no major international disequilibrium
where a deficit country achieved real stability of costs and prices. over
any length oftime-with
the exception of the United States from 1960
to 1965.
Already in 1964 the IMF deflated the fable of the disproportionate
burden of adjustment on deficit countries and the consequent deflationary bias of the worldmonetarysystem. It said in its Annual Report for that year (page 28) : “In modernsocieties, actual reductions
in wage and salary levels are regarded as acceptable only in the ‘most
unusual conditions. . . . On the other hand, few countries can c o b
pletelyresist cost and priceincreaseswhen
the underlyingpressures
for upward adjustment are strong. The resultis that international adjustment through changes in relative costs and prices typically involves
more upward adjustment in surplus countries than downwardadjustment in deficitcountries.” TheFund commented on thisinflationary
asymmetry of the adjustment processwith approval (AnnualReport
for 1964, page 4 ) : “The international monetary system has been able
...
to meet the challenges to which it hasbeenexposed.
97

.

.

This asymmetric adjustment process was strongly supported by permissiveness in the financing of balance of payments, deficits. The British
case during the 1960s is a goodcasein point. During the years 1964
through 1968, the UnitedKingdomreceived
no less than $8 billion
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worth of short-term and medium-termcurrency loans from abroad to
finance its deficits, i.e., nearly three times the amount of its own official
reserves at the beginning of the deficitperiod. For the group of industrial countries that provided this financing, either directly or through
the IMF (and the General Arrangements to Borrow), this meant correspondingmoney creation through their central banks. Fpr some
countries, their share in this inflationary financing of the $8 billion of
currency loans represented a significant amount in terms of their own
monetary base. A few years later such amounts were, of course, completely dwarfed by the inflationary central bank financing of huge U.S.
deficits through unlimited-.support of a fixed dollar parity by the other
industrial countries;
It was indeed the exacerbation of the dollar problem that finally perverted the regime of fixedparitiesand
turned it into a machinery of
inflation. The dollar problem involvedmuchmore than merely transmitting U.S. domestic inflation to other industrial countries via the turntable ‘.of fixedexchange rates. True, from 1965 to 1970 thisprocess
also played its pa.rt. During that period the U.S. rate of price and cost
inflationwashigher than in the other OECD countries and thiscontributed to the deterioration of the U.S. competitiveposition in the
worldaswellas
to worldinflation.But
taking thelasttwentyyears
together,i.e.,from
1953 to 1973, the United States couldboast the
lowest rate of price inflation-whether measured
in terms of consumer
or’ GNP prices-of
all the major industrial countries. There was a
memorableepisode at the Annual Meeting of the IMF in Tokyo in
1964. Whensome European ‘financeministerscomplained
about the
inflationwhichtheir countries wereimportingfrom the United States,
the” then U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, DouglasDillon,
retorted,
“There is certainly no inflation in the United States, so we have no
inflation to export.”
But the United States was in fact exportinginflationeven
at that
time; not as a result of anydomesticpriceinflation,
but throughexternaldeficitswhichweremainly
due totwo structural trends-an
enormous structural upswing in its capital exports and’a structural deterioration in its trade .position (which was notyetclearlydiscernible
in 1964, ‘but whichcame to the surface near the end of the 1960s).
Europe and Japan hadrebuilt their economies and werebeginning to
catch up with U.S. industrial productivity. They had also begun to

14
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discover, and develop, the huge American market for their products.
These developments contributed to a gradual overvaluation of the dollar
in relation to some other currencies.Secondly, American corporations
at the end of the 1950s began to discover the vast investment opportunities abroad. Prompted by lower wage costs abroad and assisted by
abundant and relatively cheap ‘financingfacilities,theybegan
to buy
up companies or set up foreignsubsidiaries in a grand style. In this
way part of the U.S. export base was exported abroad, which helped to
accelerate the structural deterioration ofU.S. trade. The high capital
exports, which by far surpassed the U.S. net export of goods and services(i.e., of “real” capital), were an important vehicle for inducing
inflation in the recipient countries. These structural factors, and a reverse structural factor in the foreign trade of Japan, weremore,,importantthan the muchdiscussed“inflationdifferentials’’
in causing
the protracted paymentsdisequilibrium of the United States and..the
consequent imported inflation in Europe and Japan.

In essence, it was a simple problem. At the beginning of the.1450s
the per capita income in the United States was about three times the
per capita income in Europe and even higher in relation to Japan (at
the then existing rates of exchange). With the catching up of European
and Japanese industries, such a large discrepancy in relativeincome
levels could not be maintained. This put the regime of fixed parities
between the dollar and the relevant other currencies under ’a great
strain. Even with complete cost and price stability in the United States,
if Europe and Japan had wanted to maintain their fixed dollar parities
theywould have hadto accept an inflationary upward adjustment in
their income and price levels. This catching-up process of income levels
was madeeven more difficultwhennominalincomes
and costsin. the
United States began to move up rapidly in the second half of the 1960s.
Even between the United States and Germany-which
had its currency upvalued relative to the dollar between 1961 and 1973, through
its own or through American action, bynoless than 49 percent-this
process of adjusting relative wage and income levels took a long time.
In 1960, the average per capita income in Germany wasstillonly 44
percent of that in America. In 1970 the relationship had risento .61
percent. In the spring of 1973 it had reached about 85 percent and
of late between 90 and 100 percent (calculated at current ratesJof
exchange). This seemsnow to correspond to the relativelevels of
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nationalproductivity.
The structural adjustmentbetween the major
economies and currencies of the worldtothenewrealities
of the
1970s-a normalizationprocess after thepreviousperiod
of absolute
predominance of American industrial power-has been a once-for-all
process of historicdimensions.
It hasstrainedthesystem
of fixed
parities beyond the breaking point.
These structural tendencies seem to me to give a better clue to the
underlying problems of the postwar.adjustment process than the widespread American view that European countries and Japan deliberately
pursued“mercantilist”policiesdirected
at generatingpersistent surpluses.SomeAmericancriticshavepersuadedthemselves
that the
Europeans and Japanese have been suffering from a deep-seated “surplussyndrome.” The relatedassumption, that the UnitedStateshas
had a growing payments deficit forced upon it by the unsatisfied need
of other countries for reserves, seems also
to be a misinterpretation of
the ‘facts. It is true that the structural process of postwar normalization
wouidhaverequired
either evenmoreinflationin
Europe or a nearcontinuous process of upvaluation of some European currencies on the
one hand, or a devaluation of thedollar on the other. In viewof the
.difficultiesaswell
as theuniqueness of such a structural adjustment
process, it isnotsurprising
that each partner to thisprocessusually
finds most of the fault to, be with the partner on the opposite side.
The overvaluation of the dollar which came about in the process of
postwar normalization is sometimes ascribed
to an innate “devaluation
bias”, of the former dollar-centeredsystem.Indeed,up
to 1971 many
dozens of currencies were devalued but only a few were upvalued vis-&
vis thedollar.Thishas,however,notnecessarilyled
to an overvaluation of the dollar, as most of the devaluations resulted from, and merely
compensated,highdomesticinflationintherespectivecountries.
It is
a differentthing that thesystemmayhavesuffered
from an “antiupvaluation bias,” that is to say, that a number of industrial countries
rcsisted fortoo longtheinevitablerealignment
of theircurrencies in
rclation to the dollar-or that, for too long, a devaluation of the dollar
was considered to be taboo.

It was ‘fatal for the system that the currency which had to undergo
this structural adjustment in relation to other important currencies happened to be the mainreserve and interventioncurrency .of theworld.

L
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In deference to and in defense of the system of fixed parities, the other
countries supported the parity of the U.S. dollar by accumulating
enormous amounts of dollars. Thus the structural imbalance was prolonged, a large overhang of liquid dollars was created in foreign\hands,
and the economic climate in the world became increasingly inflationary.
Finally, the impact of this situation on confidence in the leading currency has temporarily made the whole international currency system
hostage to disruptive speculativemovements of funds and large-scale
distortions of the terms of payments in foreigntrade-movements
which not only have transmitted inflation from one ‘country to the other,
but which in a fixed parity system were outright sources of new inflation
in the recipient countries.
However, the gradual shift of fixed parities from being a stabilizing to
being a destabilizing force has not been limited to the.effects of a weakening dollar. It has been a more general process in which some features
of the monetary system have played their part. These were, on th<.one
hand, the overly rigid application of the parity system, and, on the other
hand, the permissivereserve and financingsystemaided and abetted
by Euro-currency markets and other subsidiary liquidity systems. 1
As a consequence of these combined factors, all the major payments
disequilibria of the last, twentyyears-whethertheywere
due io, inflationary internal policies or to changes in the structural positich of
deficitcountries-were
in the end resolved through a further turn. in
the inflationary spiral in the worldeconomy (or in extreme casesby
altering exchange values), and not in on(: single case by real deflation
of prices or incomes in the deficit countrie:;. Thus we have here a close
parallel to what has evolved in domestic economic policies: here,. too,
there is a growing tendency to resolve economic or social conflicts .of all
kinds by papering them over with inflationary settlements. Inflation as
a general instrument for pacification, for resolvingconflicts in the
domestic
wellas
as in the international field!
..
V. What Is left of the Balance of Payments Discipline

./

Let me quote a few historic instances which illustrate the decline and
fall of fixed parities as a disciplinary force.
In 1969, the famous doctrine of “benignneglect’’ appeared on the
American scene, Althoughneverofficially
adopted by the American
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authorities, it reflected fairly well the prevailing American attitude that
domestic monetary and fiscalpolicies should not be constrained to
any significant extent by the requirements of external balance and the
maintenance of a fixed dollar parity. This doctrine was dropped in
August 1971 with the adoption of a policy to rehabilitate the external
strength of the dollar; this was not, however, done in favor of adjusting
internal demand management to balance of payments requirements,
but ‘in favor of casting the dollar parity adrift.
In the spring of 1972, the British Chancellor of the Exchequer made
the .following statement in the House of Commons: “I am sure that
all members‘willagree that the lesson of the international balance-ofpayments upsets of the last few years is that it is neither necessary nor
desirable to distort domestic‘economies to an unacceptable extent in
order to maintain unrealistic exchange rates, whether they are too high
or ,too low.” The view as to what constitutes an “unacceptable extent”
has, changed greatly over the last ten years. And British experience in
the‘.’summer of 1972 showed that whetheranexchange
rate should
be considered unrealistic or defensible was in the last instance not decided by the authorities but by market forces. At any event, this statement represents a further decisive step away from accepting fixed parities
as a disciplinary force.
. .

The concluding word on this issue should be left to Professor Arthur
Burns, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board. In an important
statement at an International Bankers’ Conference in Montreal in May
1972, hegave the principle of autonomywith regard to external constraints the following general formulation: “The international monetary
systemwillhave to respect the need for substantial autonomy of domcstic economicpolicies. . . . No country . . . should have to accept
sizableincreasesinunemploymentin
order toreduceitsdeficits.
Nor
should a surplus country have [to accept] high rates of inflation.’’
This is, of course,,only a description of the existingrealities,but
it
illustrates well the downgrading of fixed parities on the scale of prioritics, as compared withdomesticpolicygoals.
AS a reflection of this shift, balance of payments discipline has nowaduys assumed a different meaning from what it meant fifteen or twenty
yearsago. The American proposals for reform of the balance of paymcnts adjustment process (reserve movementsas“objective indicators
.

,
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for adjustment”) aim at securing a m-ore timely and more symmetrical
balance of payments
adjustment.
This sought-after
new
symmetry
does not exclude adjustment measures in the domesticfield,such as
monetary or fiscal action, but nevertheless it isaimed primarily at
establishing a rule for the timely adjustment of exchange rates to whatever external situation has been created bydomesticpolicies.
This
discipline of exchange rate adjustment is a far cry from the discipline
of internal adjustment under the classical gold standard and the original
system of fixed parities.6
VI. DisequilibratingCapital Flows as the “Villain of the Piece”

Over the last fewyears, balance of payments difficulties have, been
greatly magnified by capital movements. Let us take some outstanding
examples. In the United States, officialreserve transactions from,the
beginning of 1970 through March 1973 resulted in a total deficit: of
about $62 b i l l i ~ n . ~
Of this total, about $25 billionwas dueto ‘the
basic deficit (current and long-term capital account) and the remaining,
far greater, part to short-term capital flows and unrecorded movements.8
Or take the example of Germany: During the same period, from 1970
through March 1973, total foreignexchangeinflows
into Germany
amounted to DM 78 billion, of which only between DM 5 billion and
DM 10 billion, or about one tenth, can be accounted for by a surplus
on current account, while nearly all the ‘rest can be qualified as:’abnormal capital import^.^ In the five crisisweeks from the end:.of
January to the first of March 1973, nearly $10 billion, or three times
the estimated deficit on basic account for the first quarter of 1973,
weremoved out of the United States into other countries, while .the
main recipient countries had to take in an estimated $12 billion. About
two thirds of the total went into the deutsche mark. A third example
6 Cf. Marina Whitman, Member of the U.S. Council of Economic Advisers, in a
speech in New York on October 27, 1972: “And, of course, the whole U.S. proposal is predicated on the assumption that no country isgoing to subordinate
its domesticeconomicgoals
to balance of paymentsconsiderations asGreat
Britain did, for example, in the mid-1920’s and throughout much of the !period
sinceWorld War 11. I think that isaclosedissue.”
7 Excluding SDR allocations.
8 Some part of the long-term capital outflows,especiallyin1971,should
also
be countedamong the “abnormal” capital flows.
9 As Germany was normally a net
capital exporter up to 1969, the “abnormal”
inflowmayevenhavebeenhigher
than the net capital import.
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is the sterling crisis in the summer of 1972: The current account of
the United Kingdom in 1972 was still in slight surplus,,while big speculative capital outflows forced the pound off its fixed parity. In all these
cases, if exchange rate measures,includingfloating, had not beenresorted to, the disruptive capital flows would have been far larger still.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these experiences.’ First, even
a moderate deterioration in the current or basic balance of payments
of,a major country can have abigleveragebecause
it can set very
large capital flows in motion. Second, capital movementssometimes
anticipate an expected future deterioration in a massive way and may
thus’ force the hands of the authorities (as wasshown in both the
British and theItalian case).
.Disequilibrating capital flows havebecomea
major factor-the
“villain of the piece”-on the international monetary scene. It isobvious that they can have an enormous inflationary impact .on the whole
woi’ld monetary system, The losing country will hardly everallow
these outflows to have a significant contractive influence. In the recipient
country the central bank has to finance them by creating additional
central bank money. Thus, banking funds of the deficit country which
.are easily replaceable are converted into high-poweredmoney in the
recipient country. The primary effect of such inflows on the domestic
money system of the recipient country should be measured not by their
relation to the total domestic money supply but to the domestic “monetary base.” For several recipient countries, the inflows meant the completeloss of control over their moneysupply. In view of their inflationary impact, I think we are justified in qualifying all disequilibrating
capital flows as destabilizing.

In Germany, monetary policywasparalyzedbysuch

inflows-or
the permanent ‘threat of them-practically
from the autumn of 1968
through March 1973, with the exception of about six months after the
upvaluation of October 1969 and a few months of deutsche mark floating in 1971. The inflows in the three years from the spring of 1970 to
the spring of 1973 had a tremendous impact on the “monetary base”
of the country, despiteallefforts
at sterilizing them; and theywere
equivalent to more than the total increase in the domestic money supply
&@ngthis period. In Switzerland, the inflow of afewbillion dollars
jgh the summer ‘of 1971 sufficed to paralyze monetary policy for nearly
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two years. Thus, two key countries were put out of action in their .fight
against inflation and could no longer play their former role as “islands
of stability” in Europe. The OECD has repeatedlypointed out in its
reports that the disappearance of such “islands of stability,” with their
disciplinary effect on partner countries, was an important factor in the
general acceleration of inflation in Europe since the end of the 1960s.
For the countries directlyconcerned, the undermining of their fight
againstinflation through the constant threat of destabi,lizinginflows
has had serious economic
social
and
consequences.
.

”

Thus, we havewitnessed in recent yearstwodifferentkinds of imported inflation under the regimeoffixed parities. One was connected
with genuine disequilibria in the basic balance of payments.; particularly
in the current accpunt. The other was caused by abnormal movements
of funds. Of course, the latter wereoften-but
not always-only a
consequence of basicdisequilibria. It mustbe admitted that in such
casesspeculativemovementssometimeshad
the merit of forcing’ t,he
right measures of adjustment upon reluctant authorities. But the cost
of such reluctant and delayed adjustment was sometimes high.
.

And the general, and very depressing, conclusion is that all disequilibrating capital flows among major countries have a tendency to .raise
the level of inflation inthe world.
VII. Destabilizing Capital Flows and the International
Monetary System

What has made disruptive capital flows swell up into such a monster is
the combination of two factors: first, the enormous increase in the
volume of liquid shiftable funds everywhere, with the possibility of rapid
moves from one currency to another through modern communication
systems, internationalized banking, and multinational corporations;
second, the failing confidence in the existing par values of important
currencies. The fact that in the recent past the lack of confidence
focused so much on the key currency of the system, and that ai..the
same time there have been so manyvolatile dollar funds roaming
around in the world, produced the torrent of inflationtiry money flows
that finally brought the system of par valuesdown.
.:
.

1

P

I think it has become clear from our recent experiences that we will
not see a stable international system in future ifwe do not succeed. in
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gaining a much better control over such disruptive and inflation-generating capital flows. This raisesa host of questions. I will touch only
briefly on some of them.

This wouldfirst of all require that in the future system important
currencies would no longer be likely to come under a cloud of mistrust.
A vastlyimproved adjustment processwouldhave
to guarantee that
corrective action would be taken before markets evenbegin to have
doubts about the par value of an important currency. Sanguine people
maysay that such an improvedadjustmentprocess is, after all, what
most of' the reform is about. But without wanting to appear too pessimistic, I may be permitted a skeptical question: Willwarning points
for .&orrectiveaction-which will of
course become known to the public-or a cumbersome surveillance procedure in a large committee be,
the appropriate means to prevent anymistrust in par values from
arising and to 'set the markets, i.e., the international trading and financial
community, at rest?

To eliminate the root causes would also require a much better harmonization of monetarypolicies so as to avoid large interest rate
differentials. This is highly desirable, but exceedingly difficult to achieve
in .practice as no major country at present seemswilling to let its.
monetaiy policy abdicate its role in domestic demand management.l"
2. Can at least the vast supply of volatile liquid funds-the potential
ammunition for speculative or interest-rate induced flows from
or brought
one currency to another-be
somehowreduced
under control?

Politicians usuallyinveighagainstfootloose
Euro-dollars and the
speculators.behind them, who they believe have willfully
overrun our
'.

10 Some lonely voices have suggested
to usinGermanythatweshouldadjust
ourdomesticinterestrates
to whatever levelwouldberequired
to fend off unwanted inflowsfromabroad. At thepresent time,thiswouldmeangoingdown
to somewherebetween 3 and 5 percent (as foreignersseem to beprepared to
holddeutschemarksintheEuro-currencymarketatevenslightlylower
rates).
to inflationinGermany.We
Thiswouldbetantamounttoacompletesurrender
woulddriveoutthedevil
of inflationarymoneyinflowsbyinvokingthedemon
of even greater domestic inflation.

, .”’
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currencies and brought down the fixed parities system. This is quite
certainly a one-sided view, as even without the magnifying effect of .the
Euro-currency marketsthere would have beenenoughvolatile
funds
in existence to unsettle the currency markets. Proposals have been niade
to deflate the Euro-currency markets byreserve requirements, .open
market policies, or the withdrawal of central bank placements from the
market. Some believe in drying up excess liquidity through consolidation of the dollar overhang in official reserves. Others believe the shift
of currency reserves out of thedollarintoother
currencies-the socalled diversification of currency reserves-shouldbe
subject to. strict
rules. Without going into details, let menevertheless pointoutthat
( a ) consolidation of the overhang of excess currency reserves, if it is
on a purely voluntary basis (as is likely) will not remove those, excess
funds of central banks that really are volatile and dangerous, nor will
it affectnonofficial dollar holdings at all; ( b ) control of theEurocurrency markets is a long wayoff, in viewof the present differences
of opinion among the relevant countries, and in view also..of the ‘objectivedifEculties of control; ( c ) a more practicable possibility might be
to achieve voluntary agreement among the central banks on their placement of reserves in Euro-currencies or in secondary reserve currencies,
and agreed rules on shifts from one currency to another. This might
take up to $20 billion out of the potential supply of volatile funds. But
I should like to stress that such agreements can be attained only on
a voluntarybasis.
3. Should w e envisage defensive control measuresagainst

disturbing inflows not only as short-term protection in the interim
period but-atleast
on a stand-by basis-also inthefuture
system?

This raises fundamental questions of economic philosophy as well
as questions of practicability and effectiveness.
I presume- everybody wouldagree that in a market economy freedom
of capital movements is a high- value in itself and should be respected
wherever it does not codict with more important goals.
There may,however, be situations where the defense of monetary
stability is more important than the. complete freedom of destabilizing
capital movements: it is a question of choosing the lesser of two evils.
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Furthermore, nobodywould probably deny thatit is the duty of a
central bank to control the money supply. Is it not slightly illogical if,
at a time of necessary restraint, banks or the business community are
allowed .to gpin completely free access to central bank money through
the back.door, i.e., by freely borrowing liquidity in international money
markets.(which may be distorted by all sorts of foreign action, including
inflationary policies abroad) and converting the proceeds into highpowered money at home?
But tbese considerations are not meant to justify a carte blanche for
capital controls. In particular, I wouldstrongly object to capital controls for protectionist purposes orforthe purpose of maintaining an
incorrect rate of exchange. I believe that some of the controversy
over the principle of capital controls stems from the fact that the defenders of absolute freedom do not sufficiently distinguish between capital controls which in open or covert form pursue protectionist goals,
and those controls which are purely a defense against ‘disruptive inflows
of liquidity from abroad, and which are in fact nothing but a logical
extensionof, or supplement to, the indispensable regulation of the
domestic money supply.

The .role of defensive capital controls will, however, often be severely
restricted by their limitedeffectiveness. Our experience hasbeen that
in norinal times it ispossible to distinguishbetween “normal” capital
movements and irregular moneyflows,and that in such times marketoriented’ defense measures-like
cashdeposits (Bardepot), dual exchange. markets, etc.-work reasonably well. But in times of currency
unrest and speculation it isverydifficult
to prevent speculative or
interest-rate induced money from coming in through the back door, or,
rather, through quite a number of back doors.
Thus, as long as currency speculationisnotdefinitely
laid to rest,
there willalwaysbe
situations where inflationary moneyinflows can
only be stopped or limited by greater exchange rate flexibility.
4. Assuming that, in a parity system, disequilibrating capital flows
cannot be prevented or significantly reduced, can-and shou/dthey be financed through special creditfacilities
or recycled
from the recipient country to the country of origin?

I have already indicated myview on this question at the beginning

b
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of this paper. Recycling short-term moneyflows to the country of
origin does not nullify the inflationary effects which have come
about
with the conversion of the incoming foreign exchange in the recipient
country; nor does it undothe expansionary effect on interqational
liquidity. On the other hand, recycling or other semiautomatic financial
facilities for offsetting short-term capital flowswould recreate ad infinitum the faculty of the deficit country to allow the inflationary.capital
outflows to continue. Thus theywould result in real inflationary perpetual motion (perpetuum mobile).
'

Let us not forget that the former dollar standard implied 'such a
continuous recycling of incoming dollars back to the United States. It
broke down because of the inflationaryimplications. of this process.
It would be strange to revive, and even extend to other currencies, this
faulty, inflationary system.

5. Andfinally:

If we were condemned to accept large disequilibrating flows as a price for theinevitableinternationalization
of our money system,are thereeffectivepossibilitiesfor
neutralizing their inflationary effects?

Here I can offer you firsthand experience, as Germany is the country
whichhas been affected more than any other bydestabilizingmoney
inflows. Our experience has been the following: Inflationary money inflows from abroad can be successfully sterilized insofar as they are directly deposited with the domestic banking system. However, the more
effective the central bank is in thisrespect, the more it is likely that
a large part of the inflow will be channeled through the nonba& sector,
e.g., through changes in the leads and lags of commercial payments,
through multinational corporations (foreign-based and domestic), and
through all kinds of other borrowing operations. We haveseen that,
of the $8 billioninflow of last February and March, over half .came
in via the nonbank sector, and that m,ost of what was originally foreign
deposits with German banks has in the meantimebeen shifted to the
nonbank sector. It is verydifficult and, at best,atime-consuming
process to reduce the inflationaryeffects on the nonbank -sector.. Our
experience has been that in no case has it beenpossible to'xndo the
inflationary effects of foreign inflows sufficiently, not even by .the strongest compensatory measures.
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Conclusions

Let me draw from thissurvey of the complexfield of destabilizing
capital flows the followingconclusions:
1. It is unlikely that wewill meetwith quick success in solving
any of,the complicated problemsconnectedwithdestabilizing
capital
flows. .There,is no panacea in sight. We will have to content ourselves
withslow, patient progress on asmany fronts as possible.
2. We bill have to find out by trial and error what combination of
monetary policy coordination, more elasticexchange rates, and defensive capital controls will yield the best results-and do the least damage-in, taming destabilizing capital flows.

3. If. is likely as well that we will have to go on Jiving in the future
with the “monster” of the Euro-currency market, where at present over
$100 billion of more or less liquid funds are traded, of which an estimated $75 billion are denominated in U.S. dollars and a sizable amount
also in deutsche marks.
4. The decisive precondition for a more stable systemalso in the
field of capital movements is that the dollar be rehabilitated. As long as
the dollar is under a cloud, the potential for disturbing flowswill be
very great. A flight from the dollar can mobilize incomparably more
volatile funds than is the case withany other currency. There are at
presentbetween $80 billion and $90 billion.in the hands of foreign
official authorities (ofwhich about $25 billion are in central banks
outside the’ Group of Ten) and a few dozen billion more in nonofficial
foreign hands. And there is, of course, an additional potential for destabilizing flowsof untold billions of liquid dollar funds in’ the hands
of Americans themselves.
’

5. Of the other currencies, only pounds sterling and deutsche marks
are in foreign hands in large amounts. That does not mean that there
cannot be large disequilibrating outflows also out of other currenciesthere was one equivalent to over $4 billion from Italy in 1972-but
on the whole,suchoutflows from other countries appear manageable
from the point ofviewof
the world payments system.

6. I can onlystressagain

myview that there will probably be no
definite solution to the bedeviling problem of destabilizing capital flows
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aslongas the dollar is not securely.'re-established. In the meantime,
it is diflicult to see how we can dispense with a more elastic exchange
rate system in order to hold such flows in check.
VIII. InflationaryCreation "of internationalLiquidity

International liquidity-thesupplyofworld
reserves-has increased
explosively since 1970. Countries' reserves in the form of gold, special
drawing rights (SDRs), reserve positions in the Fund, ana foreign exchange reserves were equivalent to $78 billion at the beginning of ,1970,
and $176 billion in March 1973. The dynamicelement was foreign
exchangereserves. They more than trebled during this period, from
$32 billion to approximately $115 billion. In comparison, the allocation of 9 billion SDR units over this three-year period appears small.
It is truethata considerable part of this imrease in reserves has
been concentrated in a few countries, such as Japan, Germany, Switzerland, the Benelux countries, France, Australia, and theoil-producing
countries. But most countries havebeenaffected
to some extent by
theoutpouring of dollars.Even the developing countries (excluding
the oil-producing countries) have as a group experienced a much larger
expansion of their reserve holdings since 1970 than had been assumed
when it was decided to create SDRs for the period 1970-72.
The major source of the tremendous increase inforeignexchange
reserveswas, of course, the paymentsdeficit of the UnitedStates. Of
thetotal increase of over $80 billion,thisdeficit
accounted. for $56
billion. The remainingreserve creation came from other sources, in
particular, reserve creation in the Euro-currency market and the diversification of currency reserves.

It is estimated that central banks of countries outside the \.Group of
Ten have invested the equivalent of at least $20 billionin the Eurocurrency markets(not all in dollars, buta growing share .in other
reserve currencies). Central banks that invest their dollar reservesin
the Euro-dollar market are in all likelihood participating in a process
of inflationary reserve creation, although they are not directly aware of
it. The same is true whenever a central bank moves part of its reserves
out of the dollar into other, so-called secondary, reserve currencies.
As a rule, the secondary reserve currency will have to take the dollars
into its own reserves, so that the total amount of dollar reserves in the
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world is. not changed,whilereservesheldin
the newreserve currency are increased. This process of reserve diversification is apt to
increase both international and domestic liquidity in an inflationary way.
So here we have central banks participating in this game of multiple

reserve creation, at a time when many of them are complaining about
unwantedmoneyinflows
and excessive international liquidity! But
those that complain are mostly-but not always-other central ‘banks
than those that go after the higher interest rates obtainable in the Eurodollar market or the supposed greater security of other reserve currencies.

Is the. reserve creation in the form of reserveholdingsin

national
currencies an immanent and inevitable feature of the present system?
Nothing .was laid down in the Articles of Agreement at Bretton Woods
about the reserve system and the way in which reserves can or should
be held. Nothing has been laid down or agreed upon about the Eurocurrency market, apart from the agreementamong the central banks
of the Group of Ten to limit their reserveholdings in this market.
Thus, these developments in the field of reserve creation could be considered an extraneous growth outside the writtenrules of the system.
But the system does not only consist of the rules laid downin the
IMF Agreement. The dollar-based exchangereserve standard, which
hasgrown up over the last twenty-fiveyears under the force of circumstances and central bank practices, has been just as much a part
of the international monetary systemashave the Euro-currency markets, which have been
an outgrowth of the last fifteen years.
Will these various forces continue to contribute to excessive creation
of international liquidity?When the Ministers of the Committee of
Twenty met last March in Washingtonthey laid downas one of the
requirements of the future system that “there should be better internationalmanagement of global liquidity.”
In ‘the past, somepeoplebelieved that a better control over international liquidity could be safeguarded by the mere introduction of the
internationally managed SDR system. .This proved, however, to be an
illusion. The explosive expansion of international liquidityover the
last three years shows that the crucial problem lies in the uncurbed use
of reserve currencies for reserveaccumulation,which can play havoc
with the whole system.

.
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Everybodyseemsnow to agree that -thereshould be better control
over this part of international liquidity, too. Everybody has subscribed
to the proposal that “the role of reserve currencies should be reduced”
(Committee of Twenty in March). But it is a long road between
agreeing on such aprinciple and implementing it in practice. This is
sure to be one of the mostdifficultissues pertaining to the incipient
reform of the international monetary system.
IX. InternationalMonetaryReformandWorldInflation

What help can we expect from the reform of the international monetary system in the fight against world inflation?

I have tried to show that, in the world in which we live, any major
disequilibrium in the basic payments balances, any large disequilibrating
capital flows, and any sizable and widespread increase i n . currency
reserves are likely to give the world‘s inflationary spiral another upward.
turn. So we should strive for asystemwhichpromises
to avoidsuch
inflation-generating features asmuch as possible.What are the prospects for achieving this?
1. A central point of the reform is an improvement in the adjustment

process in cases of payments imbalances, including a better-functioning
exchange rate mechanism. As the Ministers of the Committee of Twenty
said in their CommuniquC of last March, the goal should be “to’ assure
timely and effective balance of payments adjustment by both surplus
and deficit countries.” In other words, large and persistent ‘aecumulations ofimbalances should beavoided. This iscertainlya step in the
right direction and takes account of our. recent bad experiences. The
debate is, however, still wide open on how best to achieve the desired
improvement in the adjustment process.
In practice, the crucial point is likely to be the future exchange
rate regime. This, according to the Ministerial Meeting of the Committee of Twenty, should be based on “stable but adjustable par values,”
and it was also “recognized that floating rates could provide ‘ a useful
technique in particular situations.’’ These formulas cover a very broad
spectrum of exchange rate regimes.. The real points at issuewill, of
course, be: how stable? how adjustable? and what are “particular situations”? It is likely that the proclaimed readiness to adjust exchange,
rates quickly, together with the experience of the exchange markets in
’
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recent years, will make it nearly impossible for a country to maintain,
for any length of time,a parity which the market believes to be unrealistic; or else large destabilizing flowsof funds will be provoked.
Thus the pressure for timely adjustment will be provided mainly by the
markets. As cqncerns the “particular situations”wherefloating
is
appropriate, .I imagineaconsensus will emerge that this is applicable
“in particular” as long, and whenever, the key currency of the system
is not firmly established as the stabilizing anchor of the system.
.

2. Prompt and early adjustment of payments imbalances and a more
elasticexchange rate regimewouldcertainlygo
some way toward reducing both speculative capital flows and a further building up of excessive currency reserves, But as long as conversion of currency inflows
beyond a certain point, e.g., agreed working balances, is not made mandatory, a further uncontrolled expansion of international liquidity cannot be excluded.Someagreed limitation on the accumulation of currency reserves is required if one really wants to gain better control over
globalreserve creation. This is not the occasion for discussing the
various proposals on this issue that are on the table. But I would like
to emphasize that, without some stricter rules in thisfield, the twin
inflationary dangers of too permissive financing of disequilibria and excessive liquidity creation will persist. Better control over global reserves,
which after allis an acceptedgoal of the reform, wouldalso require
some agreed norms of conduct on the form in which currency reserves
are going to be held, and also on the way in which the reserve-creating
power of the Euro-currency markets can be held in check. I fully recognize that in all these fields the distance between general principles and
practical implementation is particularly great. Napoleon is reported to
have said that political economy is simple; it’s all a matter of execution.
This applies in particular to the control of international liquidity.
In this context, SDRs and gold have also to be mentioned. The expressed’intention of the international community, as represented by the
Committee of Twenty, is thatthe SDR shouldbecome the principal
reserve asset of the reformed system. Let me repeat again that this is
impossible if one does not first gain better control over reserves in the
form of currency holdings. After all, the concept of SDRs was developed on the assumption that the supply of other international reserves
would be in chronic short supply. In 1969, when the decision on SDR
creation for the three-year period 1970 to 1972 was taken, the official
i
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assumption in the IMF was that foreignexchangereserveswouldincrease during that period by about $0.5-1 billiona year. In fact, the
increase reached. an .annual average of no less than $22.5 billion! As
long as there is such uncertainty about reserve creation in other forms,
it will be difficult to finda rational basis for the creation of ,SDRs.
Finally, I ’ d 0 not think I need to stress that once the SDRs come into
their own as the principal reserve asset, it will be particularly important
that decisions on SDR creation conform strictly to the principle of
global reserve need, and that this need be measured primarily ‘against
the criterion of whether the world economy is suffering from .deflation
or inflation.

As concerns gold, I should like to mentiononlytwothings.
First,
the recent extreme instabilityof the free market price of goldmakes
it even less likely than before that the unfreezing of gold reserves will
be brought about through an increase in the official price of gold: as
a measure of value (numeraire), gold has, so to speak, catapulted itself
out of the system. Second, goldwill continue to remain an important
part of the central banks’ reserves. It is true that at present gold ‘reserves are to some extent frozen, owing to the discrepancy between the
officialgold price and the free goldprice. It would,however, be incorrect to discontinue counting them as reserves until they are unfrozen.
For in case of need, a central bank can always- obtain a balance of
payments credit againstgoldas
collateral, at least up to the present
official price. This is being demonstrated by the fact that gold can. be
used in a similar way for settlements in the intra-European payments
scheme (the “snake scheme”).
,

3. There remains the critical field of disequilibrating capital movements. This has beenthe object of muchsoul-searching, both in the
Committee of Twenty and in other international bodies..’ In this. field
we nowknowall the questions, but I doubt whether we knowmuch
about the really practicable answers. I have touched on most of the
relevant problems earlier in this paper. No panacea has as yetbeen
found for dealing with this crucial problem in a future monetary system.
So we may have to continue in the pragmatic manner which
has evolved
.
.
under the pressure of crises until world-widepayments equilibrium
and restored confidence in all the major currencies -have removed the
problem from the critical list. In the period of transition. to-this better
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world,floatingbetween themajor currency blocksmayagain
best-or rather, the least bad-answer to the problem.
X.. The International Monetary SystemShould

’

be the

Not Be

Misused as a Scapegoat

In this paper, I have set myself the task of elucidating the contribution
of the international monetary system to world-wide inflation. Probably
to nobody’s surprise,
the resultinglist of sinshasproved to be long.
_.
But before concluding my remarks, I have to put the matter into the
right perspective.

It would be an exaggeration to put all or even the main responsibility
for world inflation on the now defunct international monetary system.
It has’ certainlyverymuchfacilitated
the spreading of inflation from
one country to another; it has also facilitated ‘national inflations by its
permissivesystem of balance of paymentsfinancing. And some of its
features, such as. autonomous reserve creation and destabilizing capital
flows, havedirectly generated inflation by themselves.
But it is still true that in most cases the larger part of inflation has
been homemade. And it is only fair to add that better domestic stability
in all the major countries’would have prevented the international system
from unfoldingallitsnegative
features. I find it important to make
this reservation because the international monetary system is too often
used as a scapegoat or alibiby national governments. InEurope, at
least, there is hardly a government today that would not blame a large
part of its domestic inflationary ‘troubles on the inflationary international
environment and the system’smechanism,whichseeminglymakeit
impossible for a country to achieve stability individually (or to liveas
an “island of stability in an ocean of inflation”). But that does not, of
course,mean that countries could not achievemorestability
if they
showed collectively, or at least among a group of them, more strength
of purpose and moreresistanceagainstinflation
at ‘home. Moreover,
a country could at least partially shield itself against imported inflation
by making appropriate use of the exchange rate mechanism.
XI. TheEffectsofChronic

Inflation on the World

Monetary System

My finalquestionis not concerned withthe contribution of theinter-

J
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fiational system to inflation, but with the reverse question: What impact
is chronic inflation in the major countries likely to have on the international monetary system?
A system of fixedparitiesisbasedon
the assumption that governments, although they, may not be able to avoid inflation entirely, retain
at least some control so as to keep it withinlimits. Of course, there
willalways be“dropouts,”but insuch a systemthey should be.the
exception and not the rule. Should governments no
longer -havesufficient control over the rate of inflation, however, then it is difficult to see
how they will be able, over the medium term, to keep the development
of domestic demand, prices, and costs in line with that in other countries. In such a system of intractable inflation, a regime of fixed parities
will be put under severe strain. As Mr. E. ‘M. Bernstein, one .of the
founding fathers of Bretton Woods, bluntly put it: “It is virtually. impossible tooperatea
system of fixed parities in a world of chronic
inflation.”Both the willingness to tolerate highinflation and thecapacity to fight effectively against inflation differ from country to country.
Therefore divergentdevelopmentswould be inevitable.
All this makes it likely that the future international monetary system,
especially its exchange rate regime, will be less determined by any new
written rules than by two other factors: first, the development of’the
U.S. balance of paymentsand the rehabilitation of the dollar, and
second, the outcome of the fight against inflationin the major countries, Both factors point at present in the direction of a continuation of
floatingbetween the dollar and the major other industrial countries
during an interim period of uncertain duration.
But this is not the end of the story. What will the system look like
once the dollar has been restored as a strong currency and the United
States has become again, as it was in former times, an anchor of stability
for the rest of the world? A system of stable parities, buly reformed,
might then be given a new lease on life. And the stable parity system
might then serve as a mechanism transmitting not inflation, but stability.

Inflation and the
International Monetary System
By Otmar Emminger

The oral presentation by Dr. Emminger follows.The
his written paper begins on page 5, above.

text of

I. The Bretton Woods SystemBroke Down Because of Its
Inflationary Implications

I selected for this year’s Per Jacobsson
Lecture the .subject of “Inflation and the International Monetary System,” it seemed to me quite a topical theme at that time. In the meantime, it has from month to month become even more topical and acute.
WHEN, NEARLY A YEAR AGO,

World-wideinflation has become one of the burning issues of our
time. Most industrial countries are now marching in step at an inflation rate of 7 percent per annum or more. Many governmentsblame
a large part of their domestic inflationary troubles on the international
inflationary environment and on the international monetary system,
whichseemingly make it impossible for an individual country to live
as an “island of stability in an ocean of inflation.’’
The subject has assumed particular acuteness owing to the fact that
a few months ago our former system of fixed parities broke down because of its inflationary implications. This is not alwayswell understood. Many peoplebelieve that the main problem was theunrest in
foreign exchange markets produced by distrust in parities and disorderly
capital flows.Somepeople,economistsaswellas
politicians,’ have
drawn the conclusion. that, in order to prevent such disorders in future,
33
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very large facilities should’be. created for financing such capital.flows:
special automatic credit facilities in the IMF-large, or even unlimited!have been suggested as part of the international monetary reform; and
European politicians have been proposing extensive automatic financing
facilities through the new European Monetary Fundfor similar purposes. All this misses the real point. The former regime did not break
downmerelybecause
of the unrest in exchange markets. It isremarkable that, in spite of the currency disorders, world trade. has continued to expand by leaps and bounds. Nor did the system break down
because of a lack of financing facilities: clearly, European central banks
have no lack of their own currency withwhich to buy up incoming
dollars. The system broke down because the limit of tolerance for the
inflationary effectsof such currency inflows had been reached. .Countrieswhichwere
the target of large undesired currency inflowswere
no longer prepared to accept the ensuing undercutting of their domestic
monetary policies. I submit that such inflationary damage could not be
remedied bynewfinancingfacilities
(or a “recycling” of short-term
capital flows); on the contrary, .such measureswould only. increase
the potential for more inflationary capital flows.
Now the question is: What has the international monetarysystem
contributed to world-wideinflation andto inflation-generating capital
flows?. Was the system simply at the mercy of.overpowering forces of
inflation. emanating from themajor countries? Or has it, by its own
institutions, contributed to, or reinforced, inflationary trends?
Twelve years ago, at the IMF Meeting in Vienna in 1961, the Governor of the Dutch central bank; Holtrop, raised this question and gave
the followinganswer: “In my opinion, our present problems arenot
due to any inherent .deficiency of our institutional setup. Therefore, we
cannot hope to solve them by changes in our institutions, but only by
changes in our policies.” There can be QO .doubt that, had all the
major countries, pursued appropriate policies and fully lived up to the
rules of the game, the system-or, for that matter, anysystemwould probably have functioned well. But the real questionis:How
did the international monetary system, .as it .evolved from the Bretton
WoodsAgreements, face up to the realities of the postwar era, especially the far-reaching structural changes in, the world economy? And,
in particular, has it been a positive ora negative factor in the fight
.
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.against inflation? I think that, in the light of our experience over the
last decade, we have to lsok into the matter afresh.

In the past, there were. two opposingviews on the matter. On the
one hand, the system, and particularly the de facto dollar standard as
its central part, has always been criticized by some,
such as Professor
Rueff and others, as a “perfect inflation machine.” On the other hand,
in the firsttwodecades
after Bretton Woods the prevalent view, at
least in the United States and Britain, was that the world monetary
system had a“deflationarybias,”
and this for two reasons: aonesided adjustment process and an inadequate system of liquidity creation.
It wasassumed that asystem of fixed parities exerted pressures for
adjustment on deficit countries, but hardly on surplus countries. This
was the suspicion and fear .which haunted Keynes at the Bretton Woods
Conference (he feared a “contractionist pressure on world trade”).
A second reason was the view of the Triffin school that a system which
relied mainly on the creation of dollar liabilities for its supply of additional reserveswouldinevitably
bump againstaceiling
and would
lead over time to ‘a shortage of international liquidity; the more extreme school even predicted an international liquiditycollapse.
Thisdualfear
of built-indeflation has beenbeliedby
actual developments. These have demonstrated, first, that the mechanismof
adjustment to payments imbalances has not resulted in a deflationary,
but in an inflationary, bias of the system, and, second, that instead of
experiencingaliquidity shortage we have beenexposed to acolossal
liquidity explosion.

II. The”Degenerationof FixedParities into a Mechanism
for Transmitting Inflation

For . a long timefixed parities wereheld to beadisciplinary
force,
contributing to stability not only of exchange rates, but also of prices in
the world. Therearefour
mainreasons why they degenerated over
time into a one-way street.transmitting and generating inflation. I have
described the decline andfall of the ,fixed parities system at greater
length in my written paper.
First, there has beenincreasingresistance,
or even sheer inability,
on the part of deficit countries to adjust to’external deficits by stabilizing
their domestic economy, let alone by even the mildest form of deflation.
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A system of fixed parities only works without creating too much inflation if there is a certain balance in the adjustment process, that is to
say, if deficit countries contribute to adjustment at lea& by eliminating
domestic inflation. As long ago as 1964 the IMF ‘deflated the fable of
a disproportionate burden of adjustment on deficit countries by-stating
in its Annual Reportthat “international adjustment throughchanges
in relative costs and prices typically involves more upward adjustment in
surplus countries than downward adjustment in deficit countries.” This
has proved to be an understatement, as such a downward adjustment
never actually occurred. During the last ten to fifteen years, the.re has
been no major international disequilibriumwhere a deficit- country
achieved Teal stability of costs and prices over any length of time, with
the exception of the United States from 1960 to 1965. A number of
deficit countries were not even able to moderate significantly their rate
of inflation. Under such circumstances, prompt adjustment of exchange
rates would have been the only means of avoiding inflation in the whole
system. Instead, in a number of cases unrealistic exchange rates were
defended too long, with corresponding inflationary effects on the. system.
Second, thistendency was supported by the permissivesystem of
financing balance of paymentsdeficits.
The Britishcaseis
a good
example. From 1964 to 1968 the United Kingdomreceived no less
than $8 billion worth of short-term and medium-term currency loans
from abroad, that is, nearly three times the amount of its own official
reserves at the beginning of the deficit period, to defend an increasingly
overvalued parity. A fewyears later such amounts were, of ‘course,
completely dwarfed by the inflationary central bank financing of huge
U.S. deficits through the unlimited support of a fixed dollar parity by
the other industrial countries,
Third, the mechanism of rigid parities not only transmitted inflation
from one country to another, but converted even noninflationary structural deficits, like that of the United States during part of the postwar
period, into a source of inflation for the rest of the world. The United
States has had a better record of price stability than most . other
in.
dustrial countries, except for the period of the Vietnam escalation
from 1965 through 1970. But even during the other periods, it was
exporting inflation to the other countries through external deficits which
were mainly due to two structural factors, namely, an enormous structural expansionof its capital exports and a structural deterioration in
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its trade position vis-&vis Western Europe and Japan. This latter processsignifiesonly the inevitable postwar adjustment to a more normal
economic relationship between the United States and the other industrial
countries. This postwar readjustment implied, inter alia, that over time
the large discrepancybetween the incomelevels of the United States
and those other industrial countries had to beprogressivelyreduced.
To give an illustrative example: The per capita income in Germany at
the beginning of the1950s wasonly about one third of that of the
United States, and in 1960 wasstillonly 44 percent. In 1973 it has
risen to 85,percent, and to over 90 percent if the most recent exchange
rates were to be applied for converting deutsche marks into dollars.
In the.case of Germany, thiscatching-upprocessseems
now to be
completed. It was achieved to a large extent by a relative upvaluation
of the deutsche mark in relation to the dollar-by over 50 percent
between 1960 and 1973, partly through German action, partly through
American-and to some extent by a steeper rise in wages and domestic
prices in Germany. Even with complete cost and price stability in the
United States, if Europe and Japan had wanted to maintain their fixed
dollar parities theywouldhave
had to accept an inflationaryupward
adjustment in their incomes and prices. This catching-up process was
made .even more difficult when nominal incomes and costs in the United
States ‘began to move up rapidly in the second halfof the 1960s.
.

’

This structural adjustment, or normalization, process presented much
greater. problems to the system of fixedparities than the conventional
problem of inflation differentials. ‘Ineed only recall the futile debate at
the beginning of the 1960s on whether a country like the United States,
with a better price record than other countries, could export inflation;
or the frustrating controversy about which side should bear the burden
of adjustment. In the end, the system of fixedparitieswas strained
beyond the breaking point.

In myview, the necessity for a major structural adjustment between
the United States and the other industrial countries provides a better
explanation for this strain than some other explanations, for example,
the widespread American view that Europe and Japan have been suffering from a deep-seated surplus syndrome, or that the protracted deficit
was forced upon the United States by an unsatisfied need for reserves
on the part. of the’ other countries, or that the world monetary system
was suffering from an innate “devaluation bias” which supposedly left
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the dollar high and dry at an overvalued level. The dollar became overvalued, but this was largely because of the structural deterioration of the
American basic balance for the two reasons mentioned above and, additionally, because of the Vietnam-causedinflation of 1965 to 1970.
2

,

The fourth reason why the adjustment processassumedahighly
inflationary character was the fact that,in asystem of fixed but no
longer trusted parities, disequilibrating capital flows assumed unparalleled proportions. It isobvious that such capital flows can have an
enormous inflationary impact on the wholeworld monetary system.
The country suffering capital losses will hardly ever allow such shortterm outflows to have a significant contractive influence on its domestic
economy. In the recipient country the central bank has to finance the
inflowsby creating additional central bank money. Thus all disequilibrating capital flows among major countries have a tendency to.raise
the level of inflation in the world. In particular, in countries like Germany and Switzerland,anti-inflationary monetary policieswerecompletely undermined bysuchinflows.
These countries, which formerly
had played a crucial disciplinary role as “islands of-stability” in Europe,
were for years put out of action in their former role asstabilizers in
the European economy.
It was fatal for the system that the currency which had to undergo
this structural adjustment in relation to other major currencies, and
the former parity of whichlost its credibility to an increasing degree,
happened ‘to be the dollar, the main reserve and intervention currency of
the world. Most industrial countries defended their own parities by
intervening against the dollar. Thus, it was not so muchindefense of
the dollar as in deference to, and defense of, the fixed parities system
that they purchased ever larger amounts of dollars in the exchange
markets and allowed the structural imbalance in the world economy to
be prolonged beyond reasonable limits, with the consequence .of ‘allowing their owndomestic monetary policies to be undercut through imported inflation and letting excessive international liquiditypile up in
the form of a large dollar overhang. .Even after the Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971, the other countries, in order to defend the
agreed fixed parities (or central rates), had taken in over $20. billion
by March 1973-and inconvertible dollars at that! This was more
than the total amount of dollar reservesheld in the world up to the
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beginning of 1970. It was a costly sacrifice in defense of a system that
had more and more 'degenerated into an inflation machine.
111. Unhealthy Expansionof International liquidity-Mainly
in Defense of FixedBut No longer TrustedParities

The defense of a %xed parities systembased on a weakening and
overvalued dollar was. one of the chief reasons why the former world
monetary 'systemshowed an unhealthy tendency to create too much
international liquidity. From the beginning of 1970 through March
1973, more newreserveswere created than inall the previousmonetary history of the world. The dynamicelement in thisprocess was
foreign exchange. reserves. They more than trebled during this period,
from $32 billion to approximately $1 15 billion. In comparison, the
allocation of 9 billion SDR units over thisthree-year period appears
quite modest. It is true that the increase in currency reserves was highly
concentrated in only a handful of countries. But it is worth noting that
the flood of liquidity has spilled over to the less favored nations. Even
the developing countries (excluding the oil-producing countries) experienced, as a group, an expansion of their reserve hpldings by no less
than 76 percent in the three years 1970 to 1972; this was much more
than had been assumed' when it was decided to create SDRs for that
period.
The major source of the tremendous increaseinforeignexchange
reserves was, of course, the payments deficit of the United States. This
deficit accounted for nearly three fourths of the total increase in currencyreserves of over- $80 billion; and the larger part of it was due
to abnormal capital flows. The remainingreserve creation came from
other sources, in particular through reserve creation in the Eurocurrency market and by the diversification of currency.reserves.

'

'

Has this uncontrolled and clearlyinflationary expansion of international liquidity been an immanent and inevitable feature of the international system? Nothing was laid .down in the Articles of Agreement
at Bretton Woods about the reservesystem and the. wayinwhich
reserves can or should b~ held. Nothing has been laid down
or agreed
upon about the Euro-currency market, apart from the agreement among
the central banks of the Group of. Ten to limit their reserve holdings
in this market. But -the system does .not only consist of the rules laid

I
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down in the,IMF Agreement. The dollar-based exchange reserve standard, which grew up over the last twenty-five years under the force of
circumstances and central bank practices, has been just as much a part
of the international monetary system as has the Euro-currency market,
which has been an outgrowth of the last fifteen years.

IV. PreliminaryConclusion

\

Thus, the followingconclusionemerges:
The international monetary
system, as ithas evolved in practice, has not only yielded in too permissive a way to inflationary forces which emanated from domestic
inflation in major countries, but ‘has also been generating inflation on
its own. Until its breakdown in the spring of thisyear, it wasdominated bya dangerous combination of trends and forces,namely,a
one-sidedprocess of balance of payments adjustment; arigid parity
systembased on a structurally weakening and increasinglyovervalued
dollar; destabilizing capital flows; and uncontrolled expansion of international liquidity. This has proved to be a potent inflationary mixture.
It has helped to pervert fixed parities from an instrument of discipline
on deficit countries to one forcing monetary debauchery on surplus
countries.
V. What Can We Expect from a Reformed System

What help can we expect from a reform of the international monetary
system in thefight against world inflation?

If it is true that, in the world,in which.we live, any major disequilibrium in the basic payments balances, any large disequilibrating capital
flows, and any sizable and widespread increase in currency reserves
are likely to give the world‘s inflationary spiral another ‘upward turn,
how can we avoid such inflation-generating features in a future system
and what are the prospects for achieving this through reform?
The least we can say is that the reformers are guided by the most
laudable intentions. Let me briefly cite the main goals of reform which
the Ministers of the Committee of Twenty proclaimed after their Washington meeting of last March, namely, ( 1) there should be “adequate
methods to assure timely and effective balance of payments adjustment
by both surplus and deficit countries”; (.2) the system should be based
on “stable but adjustable par values,” but “floating rates could provide
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a useful technique in particular situations”; ( 3 ) there should be “better

international management of global liquidity.”
Nobody, I think, would quarrel with these goals.’ The main problem
is how to make them operational, that is to say, how to translate them
into a workable system.
( 1) An improved process of balance of payments adjustment would

eliminate those large and protracted imbalanceswhich,howeverthey
arefinanced,always .tend to exacerbate worldinflation.However, the
debate is still wide open on how best to achieve this in practice. Should
there be’ more pressure than in the past on prompt adjustment of exchange ,rates, or should it be left open to the country concerned to
choose,, as in the former system, whether adjustment is to be brought
about by internal or external measures? And how should the pressure
for prompter adjustment be triggered and enforced? Someswear by
convertibility, others by reserve indicators, still others by an improved
consultation procedure in the Fund. Manyexpect that convertibility
will be the magic formula that will restore balance of payments discipline
(or,as Professor Rueff recentlyproclaimed, will even “ensure” U.S.
balance of payments ‘equilibrium). Others believe that the disciplinary
force of convertibility on domestic policies is very much overrated and,
moreover, that convertibility can only be introduced after a reasonable
payments equilibrium has been restored by other means.
Many people who envisage an early restoration of convertibilitybe it bilateral or multilateral, voluntary or mandatory-propose at the
sametime that special credit facilitiesbe created to support it. In
particular, it is widely held that in a system of convertibility there should
be large semiautomatic financingavailable for volatile capital movements.Otherwise,
it .is maintained, the systemwouldbe
too rigid.
But let us not forget that thiscouldeasilylead
to the restoration of
the. semiautomatic’financing of reservedeficits inherent in the former
dollar standard. Whether suchfinancingiseffected
by accumulating
dollarreserves,thusrecycling
the incomingforeignexchangeback
to
the country. of origin, or whether it is done through special credit arrangements o r .through an international agency, the inflationaryeffect
on the country receiiring the capital inflows, and on international liquidity
as ‘a whole, is ‘the same. The dollar standard foundered because of the
inflationary implications of thisprocess.
We shouldbeware of un-
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critically reviving, and extending to other currencies, such a dangerous
inflationary system.
Permit me to insert here a fewwords on the inflationaryeffect of
intervention in exchange markets. Everybody is, Qf course, well,aware
of the fact that supporting a particular exchange rate, say of the dollar,
by purchasing dollars in the market inevitably has an inflationary effect
on the intervening country under present conditions. Few people, however, seem to realize that the inflationary effect is the same if the dollar
is supported on the other side of the Atlantic via swap. credits provided
by the central banks of surplus countries (and even the apportionment
of the exchange rate risks may not be much different).
(2) The crucial point as to whether thefuture system of balance
of payments adjustment will bemore inflationary or less inflationary
islikely to bethe exchange rate regime. The accepted formula of
“stable but adjustable par values,” supplemented by floating i n , “particular situations” isveryelastic
andcan cover abroad rangeof
differentregimes. Everything will therefore depend on how the principles are applied in practice.
In a world of stable but adjustable parities, balance of. payments
discipline has assumed a different meaning from what it implied,fifteen
or twenty years ago. In American eyes it is now mainly, although not
exclusively, directed toward timely adjustment of exchange rates. This
discipline of exchange rate adjustment is a far cry from the discipline
of internal adjustment of demand and prices under the classicalgold
standard and the former system of fixed parities.
More elasticity and prompter adjustment of exchange rates are certainlyuseful, as they can prevent theperpetuation of unrealistic exchange rates with their inflationary implications. Butthey‘alsohave
their drawbacks, astheymaymake
the exchange rate system’very
sensitive to rumors and anticipations of future difficulties. ‘We should
also not expect too much. Exchange rate adjustment is not a deus ex
machina which automatically and promptly brings about the desired payments equilibrium; if it is not supported by appropriate domestic policies
the results will take a long time to materialize, as the recent 6xperience
with successive dollar devaluations has shown. We should therefore not
write off domestic policies as an important means of adjusting to payments imbalances.

i
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(3) What are the' prospects for a better control over international
liquidity? I t seems to be generallyagreed that reserve currencies and
gold should play a much lesser, and SDRs a much greater, role in the
future system. The introduction of the internationally managed SDR
system has not in itself assured better control over international liquidity,
as has been shown by the flooding of the world reserve pool through the
unbridled accumulation of currency reserves. This has not only played
havoc with the whole payments system, but has also posed a threat to
the SDR"system. In 1969, when the decision on SDR creation for the
three-year period 1970 to 1972 was taken, the officialassumption in
the IMF' was that foreign exchange reserves would increase during that
period by about $0.5-1 billion a year. In fact, the increase reached an
annual average of no less than $22.5 billion! It will be difficult to find
a rational basis for the creation of SDRs as long as there is such uncertainty about reserve creation in other forms.
'

So the crux of the matter is,how can we gain better control over
reserve creation in the form of currency reserves? This would require
strict rules limiting the accumulation of currency reserves beyond workingbalances. It would,moreover, require the adoption of a code of
conduct with respect to switching from one reserve currency to another
and to investingreserves in the Euro-currency markets. It iseasy to
list these requirements. It is more difficult to implement them in practice. It' remains to be seen whether the participants in the international
monetarysystem are able and willingtosubmit
to sufficientselfdiscipline in the accumulation and management of currency reserves in
order to ensure the stable functioning of the system.
Should the SDRs, in the end, come into their own as the principal
reserve asset, it will be all the more important that decisions on SDR
creation conform strictly to the principle of globalreserveneeds, and
that these needs be measured against the criterion of whether the world
economy is suffering from deflation or inflation. I need hardly mention,
with regard to the future contribution of gold to international liquidity,
that everything is open as long as the role and use of gold in the future
monetary system is undecided.
r\

VI. How to DealwithDestabilizing

Capital Movements

There remains the critical field of disequilibrating capital movements,
which' have entailed so muchinflationary creation of central bank
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money. This problem has been the object of much soul-searching both
in the Committee of Twenty and in other international bodies. We now
knowall the questionsinvolved, but I doubt whether we knowmuch
about really practicable answers.
(a)

Can we hope to eliminate the root causes of such disequilibrating

capital flows? I personally doubt whethereven a vastly improved adjustment process could be relied upon to eliminate occasional distrust of
major currencies. Nor will it be possible always to avoid occasional interest rate differentials, another cause of disturbing capital flows. If is
fashionable to call for harmonization of credit policies among the major
countries. To this question, Per Jacobsson gave an answer twelve’years
ago that is still validtoday. He said, “In my opinion it would be a
mistake to try to find a solutionalong such lines. The business trend
and the financial situation in different countries are often not. the same,
and each country has,as a necessaryobjective, to maintain balance
in its owneconomy. Therefore, its credit policieshave to bebased
predominantly on domesticconsiderations. But ‘predominantly’means
that some attention can and should ‘be paid to the effect ‘on other
countries.”

( b ) Can we at least hopeto reduce, or somehow control, the vast
supply of volatileliquid funds for speculative or interest-rate induced
flowsof capital? I mayagain quote Per Jacobsson, who .once said,
“It is important that we should not allow our thinking t,o be dominated
by the movements of short-term capital, overwhelming as they may seem
to be over a short period.” But at the time when he made that remark
the Euro-currency market was still in its infancy, .while today it is
estimated at the equivalent of over $100 billion, of which approximately
$75 billion is denominated in U.S. dollars. And in Per Jacobsson’s
time, the disequilibrating short-term movementsover national borders
amounted to some hundreds of millions,wheretodaythey
run into
many billionsof dollars.
In Europe it has become a customary plea, especially by politicians,
that the roving Euro-dollars shouldsomehowbe
absorbed or controlled and that the dollar overhang, that is,excessive officialholdings of currency reserves, should be consolidated or funded to prevent
their beingshifted around andcausing disruption.
.

’

,

These are understandable preoccupations. And in my bpinion some-
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thing should be done in thesefields.But after having participated for
twoyearsinvariouscommittees
on theseproblems, I have’become
skeptical about the possibility of any far-reaching results. The difficulties of an efficacious control of the Euro-currency market are great, and
the interests of the relevantcountriesconflictwitheach
other. Similarly,asconcernsconsolidation
of thedollaroverhang,thedifficulties
are usually underrated and the probable usefulness overrated.

(c) Nothingmuch can be gainedbyrelyingmerely
on generous
schemes for financing (or “recycling”)disruptiveshort-term
capital
flows, as this would not prevent or undo the inflationary effects on the
recipient country o r the expansionary effects on international liquidity.
Finally, a policy of offsettingtheseinflationaryeffectsbydomestic
measurespromises,according to our disappointingexperiencein Germany,at:bestonlyvery
limited success.
( d ) So we are driven to the conclusion that defenseagainstsuch
inflationary and disruptive inflows must rely in more severe cases either
on controls or on floating, or a combination of both. The roleofdefensive capital controls will, however, often be restricted by their limited
effectiveness, particularly intimes of hecticspeculation. A fewweeks
agoPierre-PaulSchweitzer,theManagingDirector
of the Fund, said,
“The events of the past few months have demonstrated that under certain circumstances it is very difficult to contain destabilizing capital flows
exceptbyallowingcurrencies
to float.” I agreewith this view.
Mostpeoplewillprobablyalsoagree
that thisisapplicablein
particular to ‘a situation wherethedollaris
at stake. There isasimple
reason for this, namely, that there are much greater amounts of volatile
dollars around the world than of any other currency, or than of all the
other major currencies. combined, for that matter. Of the other currencies, only pounds sterling and deutsche marks are in foreign hands
in sizable amounts.
.

Thus,. the problem of destabilizing capital flows is primarily, though
not exclusively, a dollar problem. This is in some way also a consolation. It may well be that its severity will very much diminish once
the
dollar is firmly re-established.

In the, meantime,wehave
to makethebest
of the situation-in
particular, finding out whatcombination of controls and floating is
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most suitable, or does the least damage. The floating of the dollar has
recently been severely criticized as an “unstable” system. But it isless
the system as such than the unsettling conditions under which it has
to operate at present which are the source of instability.dThe present
instability of the floating dollar has to be compared with the risk of
violent and destabilizing foreign exchange crises, which
the defense of
a rigid dollar parity would quite certainly have entailed under ‘present
conditions.
VII. ConcludingConsiderations

Let mefinishwithsomegeneral

observations.

1. The international monetary system should not be misused as a
scapegoat or alibi for the inadequacies of domestic policies.
The former system of fixed parities has certainly very much ,facilitated
the spreading of inflation from one country to another. The permissive
financing that supported it hasgiven too muchleeway to inflationary
policies in a number of countries. Uncontrolled reserve creation and
destabilizing capital flows have directly generated inflation by theqselves.
But we mustsee this in its proper perspective.Whatever the international influences, it is still true that in most cases the larger part of
inflation has been homemade. And in all fairness it shouldbe added
that greater domestic stability in all the major countries would probably
have prevented the international system from unfolding all its negative
features. If countries had shown,individually and collectively, more
strength of.purpose and more resistance against inflation at home, more
stability could have been achieved all round. Moreover, even under the
old system, a country could at least partially shield itself from imported
inflation by appropriate use of the exchange rate mechanism.
2. If disequilibrating capital movementshavereached
such .disruptivedimensionsmainlybecause
the dollar wasinvolved, then a temporary floatbetween the dollar and the currencies of other industrial
countries wouldseem to be an appropriate .defense. Thus, the collective float centered on the hard core of the EEC countries is..a logical
outcome of the recent currency crises. It mayhave to..’be continued
as long as the dollar is still under a cloud of distrust.

A. collectivefloatagainst

the dollar-orbetween

the dollar and a
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group of other currencies-does not, of course, solve all the problems.
The countries that maintain a firm parity link inside the group may
yet have to battle with inflation transmitted among themselves. Whether
they will ,succeed,in moving nearer to a “community of stability,’’ instead of degenerating into a “community of inflation,’’ will depend on
whether’they are sufficiently homogeneous in their balance of payments
prospects and sufficientlystrong-willedinfightinginflation
at home.
In a closely knit regional currency area-which the EEC may one day
become-with mutually supporting action on stability among the members, fixed parities inside the group may become once again an instrument of balance of payments discipline.
3. We should not only ask what contribution the international monetary system has made to world-wideinflation. We should also look at
the reverse relationship and inquire: Whatimpactis chronic inflation
in major countries likely to have on the international monetary system?
If it should turn out-which I hope will notbe the case-that the
present rampant inflationbecomes an intractable problem in many
countries, then the prospects of re-establishing a general system of fixed
parities soon are not rosy, whatever rules we may agree on in the negotiations on a reformedsystem. “It isvirtuallyimpossible to operate a
system of. fixedparitiesin a world of chronic inflation” (E. M. Bernstein). Both the willingness to tolerate inflation. and the capacity to
fighteffectivelyagainst
it differfrom country to country. Therefore,
divergentdevelopmentswould
be inevitable. This is, of course, also
applicable to the members of the EEC, althoughtheyhave,in
my
opinion-r
should I say, hopefully?-a better chance of harmonizing
the development of their domestic economies, especially if they are adequately. protected against disturbances from the outside, by a common
float or otherwise.
,

j

j
~

I

4. Finally, my
if

.

analysisis

correct, thequestion

of whether our

future monetary systemwillbe more prone or less prone to inflationary
tendenciesislikely to be determined lessbyanynewwrittenrules
than
by two other factors, that is,first,theevolution
of theU.S.balance
of
payments-and rehabilitation of the dollar, and, second, the outcome of
thefightagainstinflation
in the major countries.
The structural adjustment in cost and income levels betweenthe United
States and a number of other industrial countries seemsnqw to have
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come to an end, mainly as a consequence of the currency realignments.
The recent depreciation of the dollar mayevenhave
overdone the
necessary adjustment. Noweverything depends on a quick restoration
of confidence in the dollar. Once the dollar has regained its position as
a strong currency and the United States hasbecomeagain; 'as it was
a decade ago, an anchor of stability for the rest of the world,' wewill
be in a different ball game. Then a system of stable parities,'duly reformed, might be given a new lease on life. And the stable parity system
might then serve as a mechanism transmitting not inflation, but stability.

*

*

*

*

MR. BURGESS:Thank you, Dr. Emminger, for a very frank and
vigorousspeech. I am sure that thosewholive in the dollar area get
the point that you made.
Youallknow
that your program has a sheet on whichquestions
can be written out, and those questions will be collected when we have
an interval in a little while from now.

At the .moment, I amgoing to call on the next speaker, Dr. Diz,
the Argentine financial representative in Europe.

Commentaries
Commentaries on Otmar Emminger’s presentation were offered
by Adolfo Diz of Argentina and la’nos Fekete o f Hungary. The
texts’ o f their statements follow, beginning on this page and
on page 58;below.
AdolfoDiz

the Per Jacobsson Foundation
for the great honor of offeringmethis opportunity to giveyousome
personal thoughts on the matter under discussion. I felt a certain reluctance to accept this invitation because of the high standards setby
the series of Per Jacobsson lectures, the intellectual quality of the participants, . and their considerable expertise in international monetary
affairs.
IN THE FIRSTPLACEI

WANT TOTHANK

In the.second place I should like to take this opportunity to evoke
the figure of Per Jacubsson, a man whom I never met but ofwhom I
have ‘heard so many interesting things. In his inaugural speech before
the Executive Board of the Fund, Per Jacobsson stated: “The time has
come to inaugurate a new tradition.” The facts of his period inthe
Fund until his death .almost exactly ten years ago, in May 1963, bear
witness -to hisaccomplishments. After his death the Per Jacobsson
Foundation also started a “new tradition” with this series of lectures on
problems that^ alsowerehis
preoccupations. I amhighly honored to
share today in’ this “new tradition” that the Foundation has started and
keeps in his name.
\

The subject of our discussion today is the question
of inflation and
the international monetary system. Since we have one but not the other,
49
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some have suggested to me that the subject should have been inflation
or the international monetary system.
Dr. Emminger stresses in his paper, and worries about, the “progressive strengthening” and the “universal character” ‘of inflation in industrial countries today. I too am very worried, particularly because these
trends might develop in a very dangerous way.
The current inflationary problemiscompletelydifferent
from other
European experiences of the past. To cite two examples which.come
to my mind:Today’sinflationis
not like the experience of Hungary
during 1945-46, when prices increased in a period of twelve months by
3.81 x
it isalso not like the case of Germany in 1922-23,. when,
during a period of sixteenmonths, prices increased by 1.02 x lolo;
nor like that of other equally dramatic experiences of European.countries in the 1920s and 1940s which were characterized by brutal price
explosions. Negative as they were, these experiences carried with them
the seeds of political reaction precisely because of their very .dramatic
and traumaticnature.‘
The experience of industrial countries todayseems more dangerous
because of the importance of the countries’themselves and because the
universality of the process provides excuses for political inaction. This
danger is very real and it iswell illustrated by Dr. Emminger, inhis
paper when he says (and I think that we should pay particular attention
to this statement) that in Europe “there is hardly a government today
that would not blame a large part of its domestic inflationary troubles
on the inflationary international environment.”
’

I. think this is tremendously important becausepolitical inaction
carries with it the danger of converting thisprocess into the kind of
protracted, addictive type of .inflation we have known in manyother nonEuropean countries. It is dangerous because people get .used to it and
learn how to accommodate toit. It thus weakensthepoliticalwill,
which is indispensable for the fight against such processes. Incidentally,
I think that there is some truth in the nonacademic definition of inflation,whichsays
that you are in an inflationary processwhenprices
that once looked appalling begin to look appealing.
I should now like to make spme comments on these other types of
inflation by drawing on the experience of my own and other countries
faced with similar problems., which I have studied extensively.
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In general, these inflations have three important characteristics: their
level is significant, they usually become prolonged, and their rates show
significantvariability through time. The problem is compounded by
the fact that these three elements tend to interact in such a way as to
reinforce each other...The first characteristic implies that the appearance
of such inflation tends to affect the allocation of resources in the economy and, consequently, to create serious economic inefficiencies. Moreover, as the very significance of its level would call for drastic measures
to correct it, theybecomeeconomically and politicallymoredifficult
to stop. Thus the second characteristic sets in and with it a process in
which public resistanceagainst
the inflationweakens.
Those who
preach against it do not get political support and those who accommodate to it do not lose their political support. The authorities begin to
take the .inflationaryrevenue for granted. Inflationary expectations set
in, and the inflationary mentality becomes ingrained.
The third characteristic has important economic and political implications but it has not been very thoroughly analyzed. Economically, the
variability of the rate of inflation tends to blur expectations about the
rate of changeinprices,
and assuchexpectations
are increasingly
frustrated additional resource misallocations are produced. Politically,
the process of fighting against inflation becomes more difficult. Let me
illustrate what I have in.mind. Let us assume the case of a country in
which inflation has been going on at a stable rate of 10 percent a year
for a few years. If the authorities now do something and bring down
the rate to, say, 7 'percent, people will immediately see the change and
believe that something new has happened. If, contrary to the previous
case, we nowassume a country in whichinflation has beengoing on
at an average rate of 10 percent a year but withsuccessive price increases of 8, 11, 9, 10, 12 percent a year, a similar success on the part
of the authorities .will not be readily believed. People will tend to take
a 7 percent ,rate .as an additional demonstration of the variability of
theprocess rather than a demonstration of success. The results are
frustration on the. part of the authorities, short-livedpolitical support
for their efforts, and, most probably, another jump in the rate of
inflation.
In the face of these and other difficulties,many authorities have
attempted to suppress these inflationsthrough price and other controlsa process similar to that of attempting to suppress the fever by break-
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ing the thermometer. The results are not less negative. Relative prices
cease to perform their economic function, interest rates become negative
in real terms, capital markets suffer and deteriorate, the currency becomes externally overvalued, real wages are subject tobigswings,
et
cetera. Every economic sector suffers in turn the consequences of ‘such
“policy.” Different sectors blame each other and thus divisiveness and
dissension begin to appear and rip the social fabric.
It is not my intention to sound apocalyptical, but I think that time
is not on the side of stability and that delays in this area are paid for
dearly in terms of economic, political, and social costs;

I will now make some direct references to the paper of Dr. Emminger.
We have received from Dr. Emminger the excellent paper which we all
expected from him. My comments, however, for the sake of provoking
reaction and further thoughts, will have a critical bias. At the same
time, I will silence the many praises the paper deserves. Thus my comments will have an inherent fundamental disequilibrium, they will have
a deflationary bias, and I hope that later on I will be.able to take appropriate adjustment action.
It is a condensed paper. This is natural, as Dr. Emminger has so
manythings to say; but itmakes it verydifficult to cpmment upon,
and, given the time limit, many points will have to be left without any
comment. The paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, which
goes up to section VIII, Dr. Emminger analyzes some ‘of the difficulties
and problems of the Bretton Woodssystemas weknew it until very
recently. In the second part, hegivesincreasingemphasis
and attention to the question of reform, that is, the system of the future. Then,
in section X, he mentions a very important point, namely, that inflation
is not only a function of the international monetary system. He states
that “it isstill true that in mostcases the larger part of inflationhas
been homemade,” that is to say, a do-it-yourself proposition. I think
this statement was indispensablein the paper, becauseotherw’ke
4 one
wouldhave ended up with the impression that, were it not ‘for the
founding fathers at Bretton “Woods, the worldwould not haveknown
inflation in the postwar period.
The central theme of hiscommentsin
the first part is that “‘the
system has broken downbecause of its inflationary implication^^^“ and
that “actual developmentshave demonstrated that the mechanism of
..
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adjustment to payments imbalances has resulted in an inflationary bias
of the system.” I havesomedifficultieswiththis
statement. I would
rather be inclined to say that the practice of nonadjustment has given
the system its inflationary bias. Fortunately, I do not need to support
my statement by referring to other sources. I wouldsimply state very
succinctly that I would subscribe rather more to these other two statements,alsoby Dr. Emminger. The first one is the following: “Thus,
in the name of supporting the fixed parities system they [by which, in
the context, is implied most industrial countries] allowed a large structural imbalance to build up in the worldeconomy,with
the further
consequences of imported inflation and excessiveliquiditycreation.”
The second quotation is: “. . . a number of industrial countries resisted for. too long the inevitablerealignment of their currencies in
relation to the dollar.” (The paper callsthis the “anti-upvaluation
bias.”) I tend to agree more withthesetwo statements .than with the
first one.
The first reason why there is this discrepancy is simply because
the
word “adjustment” is used in two different senses. Let me explain.
In myview,when
a country isfacedwith
external disequilibrium,
either because of monetary reasons or real reasons, that country has to
take an adjustment decision. For this it has to utilize a set of adjustment tools-domestic policies and exchange rate -changes. These tools
will produce an adjustment process, that is -to say, a restructuring and
reallocation of resources within the economy that will, after some variable lag, correct the disequilibrium.. However, in the paper sometimes
the idea is given that “adjustment” shouldexcludechangesin the exchange rate, particularly in section V, where a differenceis made between the so-called balance of payments discipline and the discipline of
the exchange rate adjustment. I would rather speak of the “discipline
of adjustment’’ implemented through the utilization of domestic policies
as well as excbange rate measures.
The second reason for our discrepancy, it seems to me,is that we
are here dealing with the thorny problem of the responsibility of initiating adjustmeht (including exchange ‘rate changes) amongdifferent
countries. In same cases the solution is very clear. I think thisis the
case Dr. Emminger has most in mind when, for instance, he criticizes the
idea of “timely adjustment of exchange rates to whatever external
situation has been created by domestic policies.’’

8
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But there are some other cases in which the situation is not so clear
and the responsibility fortheinitiation”’of adjustment is a little ‘bit
blurred.Take,for
instance, the “normalization” or “catching-up”’
process of Europe and Japan in the postwar period that Dr. Emminger
has just referred to. Incidentally, in his mind that was ‘not a ,very little
problem. He says that thisproblem was “moreimportantthanthe
muchdiscussed‘inflationdifferentials’
in causing the protracted payments disequilibrium of the United States and the consequent imported
inflation in Europe and Japan.”He alsosays that this problem of
catching up “strained the system of fixed parities beyond the breaking
point.” Now, I also think that in the postwar period this was a great
’ problem. But here we had a case where the responsibility for the initiation of adjustment, includingexchange rate adjustment, was far’ less
clear than the case I mentioned before, and where delays in acknowledging suchresponsibilitycomplicated
the functioning of the system.
Clearly, Europe could not and should not have prevented the. productivity increases. Equally clearly, the United States could not have maintained the absolute predominance of the initial stage. Under such’ circumstances, should Europe and Japan have adjusted more. because
normalization was taking place precisely there, or should the United
States have adjusted more because of its inability to maintain its predominance?
The third point which divides us in the way of looking at the problem
is the question of the so-called asymmetry of adjustment. I still believe,
and I fail to be convinced otherwise, that the system as we have known
it until now isa system that puts more pressure on deficit than’on surplus
countries for exchange rate changes, particularly because. deficit countries have a zero reserve limit where they have to stop financing,disequilibrium and have to adjust, but surplus countries are not faced with
an equally inflexible upward limit. I want to stressnow that there is
no contradiction between what I just said and some of Dr. Emminger’s
statements. The reason why there is no contradiction is that, in every
case in which Dr. Emmingerrefers to deficit countries, he refek exclusively to the United States and the United Kingdom,,and, of course,
these two cases are cases in which there was unlimited financing. The
United Kingdom,in
1967, apparently was able toobtainexternal
financing up to three times the amount of its reserves at the beginning
of the deficit period; and the UnitedStates, for obvious but different

v
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reasons, has had almostunlimitedfinancing.
But forthe rest of the
deficit countries, it seems to me that they have ‘been subject to strict
asset settlements, and consequently there was more pressure to adjust.
The problem here is that if adjustment were to be attained only
through domestic measures I would tend to agree with Dr. Emminger
when he quotes from the IMF Annual Report for 1964, which refers to
upward adjustment of costs and prices in surplus countries. But if exchange rate changes are included as part of the adjustment decisions,
then I think that.we should reach a different conclusion. And that conclusion is that. surplus countries did not adjust enough and deficit
countries, other than the United States, did adjust a lot.
Coming back ‘to the Europeanand Japanese “catching up,” I ask
myself the questions: What wouldhavebeen
the adjustment tothe
normalization through domestic measures?Should Europe and Japan
have prevented the productivity increases? Should they have accepted
more inflation?. ‘Or should theyhave adjusted exchange rates more
promptly? On theother hand, in the case of the United States, of
course, I would agree that it would have been possible to produce adjustment by -reducing all prices proportionally in the domestic economy
so as to get a. differentrelative price structure, rather than doing it
through a change in the exchange rate. But I think we have here a
question of .efficiency. It is like changing the hour in the summer. Of
course, we could change the habits of people, we could change all the
timetables for the operation of the railroads, and the hours of opening
of banks, and so on. But instead of doing that, which is very complicated, we simply.change the hour. And I think that in both these cases
changing the exchange .rates wouldhave
produced the adjustment
more efficiently, as was finally the inevitable case.
Still on this section, I would finally say that a better adjustment (including exchange rate adjustment on the part of deficit and surplus
countries alike) to ‘emerging disequilibria will in a future system avoid
many of the problems we have had in the past. I would agree with
Dr. Emmiqgerrthat it is not a question of “warningpoints.” I think
it is more a question of conviction on the part of the different authorities to be ready, to have a propensity, to maketimely adjustments to
incipient balance of payments disequilibria. A more elastic system is not
necessarily unstable if good economic management prevails;. and, at the
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same time, it would afford smooth adaptation to changes in the underlying real economic conditions of different countries or groups of countries, which are also important as a dynamic factor in the international
economy.

I wouldnowverybrieflymakesomecomments
disequilibrating capital flows and capital controls.

on the question of

We observe that short-term flows have increased in volume, in their
importance relative tQ that of other transactions, and in their variability.
There has been a greater availability of funds to feed these movements.
But there has also been another element, which I will call, an increased
responsiveness to stimuli (either.expectations of exchange rate changes
or changes in interest rate differentials) to explainthese vast movements. I think that the second element is the consequence 'of a learning
process that has created a new awareness for making profits. or avoiding
risks or losses through the exchange markets. I believe that this process
will not reverse itself and that this increased responsiveness to different
stimuli willbe part of the future system. The consequencehasbeen
that these tremendous and fast flows- have become, much more difficult
to offset and have created serious preblems in the external sectors and,
even more important, in the internal sectors of many.economies.
Three additional pointsshouldbementionedinthis
area of capital
movements. First,that if the amounts involved in these capital flows
varyinverselywith
the smoothness of the adjustment decisions, then
one should expect that smoother decision making in the future on matters of adjustment will also tend to diminish such flows, apart from the
other advantages mentioned before. Second, that capital movements
have many times had the merit of forcing reluctant authorities to take
the rightexchangedecisions,which
they were bound to take sooner
or later, but obtaining them sooner rather than later. Third, that there
has been a general tendency to criticize such movements,sometimes
overlooking their positive contributions throughout the .,postwarperioda
As to capital controls, my own personal viewis 'that I am highly
skeptical about ,theirefficiency in attaining results without undue damage,
and that in view of their varied nature as well as the .wide'divergence
in national circumstances, I think that the onlyway of approaching
this problem is the pragmatic way. I believeinincentives rather thar
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controls, but I also “recognizethat incentives or disincentives have not
worked in major monetary turbulences.
There is an additional observation that should dampen our enthusiasm for controls: The astronomical flows that we haveseen on the
occasipn of the latest criseshavecoexistedwith
anarray of capital
controls of an enormous extension and intensity. This should raise some
doubts about their effectiveness. There has probably been a question
of costs (administrative and otherwise) that have prevented their effective application. Or it. may .be that theyhavebeen subject to large
evasion or circumvention. Or it may be that they have been misplaced.
In fact, one of the most important elements in these recent and not so
recent crises has been the question of leads and lags, that is, the money
flows derived from changes in the time structure of payments for current
transactions. Most ‘capital controls in existence today are useless to
dealwiththisproblem.
So, ingeneral, capital controls do not appear
to be .terribly effective or ,efficient. c
’

My conclusion will completely agree with Dr. Emminger’s that “there
will always be situations where inflationary money inflows can only be
stopped or limited by greater exchange rate flexibility.”
Finally,two points on the question of liquidity creation. The first
oneis that the Bretton Woodssystemprovidedvery
unsatisfactory
methods of liquidity creation. It was bound to produce trouble, and
it did produce trouble in the end. We have today the possibility of doing
much better through the SDR facility in the Fund, although I would
agree that its existence is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
the good management of international liquidity creation.
This leads me to my second point. Part of the troubles of the Bretton
Woods system were caused.by the tremendous ambiguity inherent in
the expression “fundamental disequilibrium,”which did not provide
operational criteria to deal with adjustment decisions. In the liquidity
field, today, we .are faced with the samedanger. SDRs can onlybe
allocatedorcanceled
to meetlong-termglobal
reserve needs.But
what do we ‘mean by long-term? What do we mean by global? What
do we mean by reserves? And, above all, what do we mean by needs?
I, for one; think that one of the ways in which we would probably be
able to overcomethis
problem of operational criteria for liquidity
creation through the SDR facilitywouldbe through the use of a set
’
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of rules or indicators rather than through sole reliance on authorities.
Further advance in our knowledge-or, better still, reduction of our
ignorance-about
the individual countryand
the aggregate.stockdemand for international liquiditymightprogressively provide better
criteria to solve this particular case of the old dilemma ‘of “rules vs.
authorities.”
r

Y

.

I would conclude bysaying that, with the quotationfromLord
Robbins, Dr. Emmingerimplies that people in processes of reform
tend usually to be too ,much dominated by the eventsof .the time.
This’has been the case, for instance, of many of the Latin American
central banks created or conceived during the 1930s, as a consequence
of which their major preoccupation was how to prepare themselves to
cope withdeflation ratherthan inflation.Many of these banks were
bornnot really prepared, institutionally or intellectually, to fight the
inflationwhich shortly afterward was their real problem.
I hope that, in this exercise.of reform in whichwe are engaged in
the Committee of Twenty, we are not going to be too much impressed
by the problems of this hour and that we will have the ability and the
courage totake a longer-term view so as to look at the alternative
solutions in their right perspective.

MR. BURGESS:Thank you very much,
helpful comments.

Dr. Diz, for your pungent and

Our next speaker comes to uswith a well-earned reputation for
knowledge and understanding of the questions before<us today. He
will, as you know, speak for himself and not for his institution. I have
pleasure in introducing Dr.J6nos Fekete.

MRS. JACOBSSON,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: After so manyeminent
economists who have taken part in the lecture series organized by the
Per Jacobsson Foundation, I am really grateful to have the opportunity
to participate in this panel today.

I knew and I highly appreciated Per Jacobsson. I had opportunities

.

.
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to betogether with hi&-arguing, sometimes debating, but mostly agreeing on many questions. All this happened in a period when friendly
talks between East and West were quite rare. I feel that we today can
best serve the commemoration of Per Jacobsson if we carry onour
discussions objectively, without any prejudice, in the same way that he
used to.
Sincewehave
entered a phase of rapidly growing cooperation in
many new fields in East-West relations, perhaps it is not surprising and
unreasonable that a Marxist economistisinvited here to express his

views.
I have read Dr. Emminger’s paper and think it is an excellent one.
I have heard his comments, and I have also heard the very imaginative
comments of Dr. Diz. I mustsay that I agree withmost of the subjects that they have talked about; but, of course, on some questions
our views differ. .
’.

I would like to question Dr. Emminger’s views, or to supplement his
statements, on five issues, namely, (1) the justification for speaking of
a “world monetary system”; (2) the reasons for the current trend of
inflation; (.3) the dilemma of fixed or floatingexchange rates; (4)
how to evaluate the SDR; and ( 5 ) gold.
As far as the first issue is concerned, it seems to me that to use the
expression “world monetary system’’is not justified because some, not
insignificant, countries contributing about one third of the world’s industrial output are not members of this monetary system. I must admit
that Dr. Emminger uses this expression in his final paper alternatively,
and I would not have mentioned it had he not given, in his first draft,
this wording as the. heading of hjs paper. So I have the impression that
this problem reallyexistsbetweenus.
Therefore, I would express my
view clearly: .I-.donot consider today’s international monetary system
as a world monetary system. I personallyhope that before long and
under adequate.conditions.we may be able to speak of a new, universal,
world monetary system. These issues,however, arenot raised in Dr.
Emminger’s paper; therefore, I would not want to direct the debate
to this topic.
The second issue is to reveal the reasons for today’s increasing inflation. I mostlyagreewith Dr.,Emminger’s statement on the facts. But
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I am wondering how it is possible that, starting from the same facts, we
arrive at suchdifferentconclusions. This being the mainissue of our
discussion, allow me to dwell on i t somewhat longer.
I think that the present expansion of inflation is more closely linked
to the changes in the international monetary system than is believed
by Dr. Emminger, in whose opinion the system was originally inflationary because “no adequate defenses against inflation were built into the
system.” He divides, from the point ofviewof inflation, :the past years
into five-yearperiods. I am all for five-yearperiods if planning is on
the agenda. But if the issue is the periodization of the past, I .am for
taking into consideration qualitative changes and not just the quantitative
increases in the annual average rate of inflation. Therefore, from this
point ofview I woulddivide the era after WorldWar I1 into three
periods.
The first period was the period of reconstruction, which lasted up to
1958 and the introduction of convertibility. The Bretton Woods system
had functioned adequately. Its three important pillarsweregold, the
convertibility of the keycurrencies into gold, and the mechanism of
fixedexchange rates. This systemwasacomprehensive
one and provideda permanent and rapid expansion of world tradeand relative
economic stability, and ensured gradual progress toward a general convertibility,which has been its mainaim.
One of the characteristic
features of this period was that inflation was kept under control in every
advanced capitalist country. Therate of inflation was in adequate
proportion to the savingsbanks’ rate of interest, ensuringa real rate
of interest. In this period the average yearly increase of the consumer
price indices was about 2.5 percent in the ten most advanced Western
countries.
The second period, for me, lasted from 1958 to 1968. Convertibility
during that period among the industrially advanced Western countries
functioned; there was an equilibrium, but this equilibrium was a relative
one only. This has beenprovedby the fact thatthe continuation of
convertibility could only be ensured.by repeated concessipns to ”thekey
currencies. These concessionswere far from beingbased on sound
economic
principles.
Through these
concessions,
liquidity
became
abundant and inflationary tendencies got stronger but yet could be held
under control. The averageyearly rate of inflation in this period was
3 percent or so.
.
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The third period started with the introduction of the two-tiergold
system, and has lasted since then. The recent yearshavebeen
characterized by the disintegration of the Bretton Woods system and by a
specific monetary ex lex condition: that means the old system does
not exist any more and the new one is not yet in existence. The three
pillars ofIBretton Woods have been demolished.
Gold was the first pillar of the Bretton Woods system. The introduction of the two-tiersystem in March 1968 excludedgoldfrom
the
system ‘de facto; the suspension of dollar convertibility in August 1971
consolidated .the situation de jure as well. The introduction of the twotiersystemw~as, for me, like the suggestion of a doctor to a patient
with ahighfever to break the thermometer.
Thus the world unwantedly turned from a gold-exchange standard to
the paper dollar standard. Asa natural consequence of the dollar
standard, not only the famous doctrine of “benign neglect” could appear
on the American scene, as cited by Dr. Emminger, but governments
and central banks, which ten to twenty years ago endeavored to increase
their dollar inflowsinvariousimaginativeways,
started makingsome
effort to prevent the inflow of dollars. Sic transitgloria mundi.
.

.

Finally, in 1973 the third pillar, the fixed exchange rate system, collapsed too. Thus, from a pragmatic viewpoint, the world business community has to face anew situation. The previous,relatively stable
basis for calculations has ceased to exist.

I feel that the maindiffere.ncebetween Dr. Emminger’sviews and
mine i.s that he does not treat the Bretton Woods system as an organic
entity of these three elementswhich I have detailed. He allows for
an arbitrary substitution or omission of some of the elementswithout
seeing in them a change in the system as a whole. So, for example, he
puts the bl&me on fixed exchange rates for the propagation of inflation,
that is, we have to blame those who disassembled the brake from the
car (the gold). If the car has a brake missing, it is not the fault of the
wheels (the exchange rates)that they are turning; the car is running
and cannot be stopped. It is the same ifwe disassemble one of the
wheels (fixed ‘rates): it is not a car any more, nor is it a tricycle; it
is a wreck! A system is a given composition of elements, and changes
do not maintain a system or transform it automatically into another one.
I
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During the first and second periods, inflation was under control, and
it was mainly homemade.
In the third period, wefind ourselves in a brand new situation. The
most importantfeature of it is the turning of creeping inflation into
running inflation, or, as Dr. Emminger puts it, a “system of intractable
inflation” could come into being. The rate of inflation at least .doubled
in most of the developed capitalist cpuntries. Di-. Emminger says that
nearly all industrial countries of the world, except the United States, are
marching attherate of 7 percent inflation. I do not know whether
he puts the United States before or after the 7 percent, because’ the
most recent figures are not very encouraging, Striking statisti’cs are
being published evenby countries whichusuallywere
considered as
“islands of stability.” This new phenomenon is the consequence of
the anomalies of the third period, in which the spread of imported inflation is a new and important factor. Today, however, the main issue is
not. whether inflation is homemade or imported, but that imported plus
homemade inflation is unbearable.

If I say unbearable it means that I am personally verymuch antiinflation minded. I wouldlike to explain why. First of all, because
inflation hits mainly wage and salary earners, so I oppose inflation because of its unsocial character. Secondly, inflation consumesreal interest
rates andthereforecan
endanger thefuture economicgrowth. It is
true that for the timebeing,as Dr. Emminger states, “in spite of the
currency disorders, world trade has continued to expand by leaps and
bounds . . . international investment-in particular, direct investmentis flourishing” and savers are depositing and subscribing to bonds. But,
as it was pointed out by Irving Fisher in the post World War I inflation,
“there is a period when the awareness of inflationis not strong.’’ I
wonder, however, why Dr. Emminger is not worried about the consequences of a change of the unawareness of inflation described by Irving
Fisher, as he himself says that “the limit .of tolerance for the inflationary effect of currency inflows had been reached.” I will put the question:
What will happen if people will not continue to save?
Why is this situation arising? Because the former international monetary system hada built-inbrake-namely,gold-which,
on ‘the one
hand, limited the overexpansion of international liquidity, while, on the
other hand, it made possible an effective defense against inflation with
classical means of anti-inflationary fiscal and monetary policies.
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The elimination of the brake made defense against imported inflation quite impossible. If somecountries-as,
for instance, the Federal
Republic of Germany-tried tocurb inflation by means of classical
economic and fiscalpolicies, the restrictive credit policy and the high
interest rate gave a further drive to the capital inflow and thus stimulated the inflation already in existencebecause of domesticreasons.
My witness for this is Dr. Emminger himself, who says, “In Germany,
monetary policy’ was paralyzed by such inflows . . . practically from the
autumn of 1968 through March 1973.”
This situation has arisen because there was an expansionist economicpolicy ontheone
side andan opportunist one on the other.
Both are responsible. Dr. Emminger says’that “speculative movements
sometimes had the merit of forcing the rightmeasures of adjustment
upon reluctant authorities.” But why should the worldalwayswait
until the next crisis comes? As old Frederick the Great said, “Gouverner c’est prkvoir.” The world can be spared, at least in the future, the
highcosts
of delayed and reluctant adjustmentmentioned
by Dr.
Emminger if the authorities will stick to thisold rule.
My third remark is related to the exchange rate system in the long
run. I agree that we need more flexibility in exchange rates, as we had
in the past. This, however, I think, cannot mean the eternalization of
floating rates. I fully agree with Dr. Emminger in this respect. I hardly
believe that such conditions could be maintained permanently without
negative consequences for prosperity, as a considerable part of business
profits arein thiscase needed to cover currency risks. The floating
rate system, as a means of defense, can be an adequate method for
protecting monetary policy against unwanted capital inflows and, temporarily, it can be useful for establishing realistic parities.
It seems to be, however, that those who consider the floating rate
as a final solution ( I have read a lot about this question) or at least
one for a longer period, presume that neither now, nor in the coming
years, can arbitrary international liquidity creation surpassing real international needs be blocked. Even if this were true-which, unfortunately,
cannot be excluded, as shown by theexperience of recent years-I
would say .that in economic terms the fixed parity coupled with a wider
margin and with a more elastic policy in changing parities isright.
Nevertheless; it is possible that, temporarily,theworld
cannot come
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off the floating rate system. This, however,isonly the obviousmanifestation of the weakness of international cooperation.
The fourth question is the issue of SDRs. Dr. Emminger’s interest
in the introduction of SDRs is well known, and he has discussed.them
in both his written paper andhis oral remarks. Atthistime I would
like to makesomecomments on his statement.
’

Starting from the right hypothesis-that
the world‘s current gold
production cannot secure the smooth development of increasing international t r a d e C D R s were created to satisfy the supposed international
liquidity requirements, and the volume of total issues was fixed at $9.5
billion for 1970-72. The total increase of liquid international reserves
in the last three years exceeded $70 billion. Hence, under given circumstances, SDRs in the present form did not solve but only increased the
problems of the international monetarysystem.As
Dr. Emininger
pointed out, some people believed that the mere introduction of the internationally managed SDR system would be sufficient’ to gain .better
control over international liquidity, but thisproved to be an illusion.
I am afraid that not onlysomepeople,
but governments and parliaments, shared thisillusionwhentheypassedlegislationcovering
the
rules of the game of the SDR system.
Why could SDRs not fulfill the expectations? First, becausethey
were created withoutthenecessaryeconomic
conditions,.withoutan
objectiveeconomicbasis.
They were established subjectively.Second,
because their role is limited to the accounts of the central banks and
they do not movebeyondtheofficialcircle.
Therefore, they could
not fulfill the role of a transaction medium nor that of a real international reserveasset. Third, becausetheyhave
a certain “altruistic”
character: they function like credit, but a great part has not to be paid
back. Besides, there is a paradox in that,out of this “altruistic” distribution, the developed industrial countries got about three quarters.
Fourth, I think that SDRs cannot function as the numeraire of the
system because in that case we have to say 1 SDR is equal to 1 other
SDR. This infringes the logical principle that one thing ‘cannotbe
explained byitself. Last, but not least, the issuing. body’ musthave
the right to intervene if necessary, but that presupposes that member
countries surrender to it a part
.of their sovereignty. Are theywilling
to do so?
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I will speak now about the fifth of my points, which is about gold.
Dr. Emminger remarks that after last year’s Annual Meeting of the
IMF Governors in Washington the Economist wrote that there was a
horrible silence on world inflation. I am afraid that we are not speaking
enough today about gold, so the Economist could say that there was
a horrible silence on gold.
I think that in Dr. Emminger’s paper there is averysmall remark
about gold, saying that “gold has, so to speak, catapulted itself out of
the system.’’ And that’s all. After so many centuries of having served
society, it would ,have merited a better obituary notice. And do not forget thatat the end of aclassical obituary notice there is the word
resurrection.
I believe we allagree that the current official price of goldisa
fictitious one. Economics, however, cannot accept fiction for the longer
run. Back to the realities! I ‘think we have to come back tothe
real issue. The price of gold on the free market is today amultiple
of the officialone. Accounts among central banks could be settled on
the current official’ goldprice, but this is not done because central banks
are not altruistic .institutions either. The frequently mentioned demonetization of goldhas not even started yet. Those calculationswhich
prove that the proportion of goldin monetary assetsdecreased significantly are neglecting the judgment of the market. Considering the
market price, the proportion of gold in international liquidity practically
is not less than it was five years ago. The inflationary problems caused
by the lack of thedisciplining force of goldhavewarned
the world
already that the demonetization of gold could only be realized, if it is
possible at all,slowly, gradually, throughout alongerperiod.
In that
case, gold .would have to be replaced by some other disciplining gadget
yet to be discovered. But until that time I stick to my previous opinion
in this respect,whichisthefollowing:
I know that there are about
three hundred economists in the world who are against gold, and they.
think that goldisa
barbarous relic-andthey
might be right. Unfortunately, there are three billion inhabitants of the world who believe
in gold.Now the problem ishow can we three hundred convincethe
other .three billion of the correctness of our ideas. I ‘think we could if
we had time. But we need a lot of time.
We should come now to the question of better international manage-

a
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ment of 'global liquidity. But fortunately, it is not on the agenda of
our discussion today, and I will leave thisproblem to the Group of
Twenty, led by His Excellency Ali Wardhana, thedistinguishedMinister of Finance of Indonesia, and for the Deputies, led. bymy friend
Mr. Jeremy Morse. I wish them both success in a difficult task.
)

Questions and Answers
Followingthefotmal
presentations, the speakers answered
written questions :from the audience. Some of these questions,
fromthe
and the answers, as well as furthercommentary
speakers, are given below.

DR. EMMINGER:
I must say that my two co-speakers were rather lenient
in not taking up more points in my paper that could be criticized. This
very much facilitates my task of replying to them. I can also take up
some of, the questions from the audiencewhile I amreplying to my
co-speakers.
First, I agree in substance with most of what Dr. Diz said. He just
put it ina slightlydifferentway. For instance, I think he was right
when stating that one of the major reasons why the international monetary system has been afflicted by the inflationary bias that I was talking
about was that there has been an increasing practice of nonadjustment
on the part of deficit countries. I expressed the same thing in different
words. One ofmy main points was that deficit countries increasingly
refused,, o r ’were simply incapable of achieving, anything in the direction of price stabilization. In manycases they evenwere not able to
significantly moderate their rate of inflation when they were in deficit.
This, of course, meant that adjustment of balance ‘of paymentsdisequilibria had to come about in a different way, and a large part of it
was forced upon surplus countries byforeignexchangeinflowswhich
had inflationary effects. That waswhatwas stated in a cautious way
inthe Annual. Report of the I ” a s long ago as 1964. There was
pressure on’the deficit countries, but mostly they evaded it. And thus
there was not the slightest trace of a “deflationary bias” in the system.
Another way in which countries failed to adjust was that surplus
67
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countries resisted an upward adjustment of their exchange rates for
too long.Why?Becauserevaluationwas
too novela thing in the
world; it was also politically very difficult, and there was the difficulty
of deciding whether surplus countries shouldupvalue or deficit countries should devalue. This latter difficulty was exacerbated by the fact
that the currency of the main deficit country, the United States, served
as the chief intervention and reserve currency of the world.

I do not want to go. into greater detail now, but these are certainly
some of the reasons for the inflationary effects of a rigid parity system,
with a structurally weakening dollar as its main anchor. Dr. Diz termed
these same reasons “nonadjustment,” while I referred ‘to them as leading to a degeneration of the adjustment process as well as to the “decline and fall” of the fixed (over-rigid) parities system. I should add
that, when I mentioned that balance .of paymentsdiscipline has now
assumed more the connotation of timely adjustment of exchange rates
than of domestic demand and prices, I was not criticizing this shift in
emphasis; I was just describing it as a historian.
Dr.Diz then spoke about which side had the responsibility to adjust in such a large-scale,long-term, structural adjustmentprocess as
has been going on over the last ten years between the United States on
the one hand and Western Europe and Japan on the other. Yes, who
.does really bear the responsibility? I have said something in my written
paper on this, describing it as such a unique and novel problem that it
was no wonder our system was for a long time unable to cope with it.
It would have required either the acceptance by the Europeans of even
more inflation for the sake of adjustment, or a continuous process of
upvaluation of their currencies, or, a third possibility,a devaluation
of the dollar.
Each of the three alternatives posed difficult and burdensome problems and, as I explainedin my written paper, was bound to put the
wholesystem of fixed parities under strains withwhich it could just
not cope, and that is one of the reasons why the system finally broke
down.
. .
.

.

Another point on which Dr. Dizcommented is that, whentalking
about deficit countries and their inflationary influence on the system,
I dealt with a few major countries only, mainly the United States and
the United Kingdom. The explanation is simple., I was trying to eluci-
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date the reasons for the inflationary impact exerted by certain developments in the international system, and it is quite clear that it was only
major disequilibria, huge deficits like those of the United States or the
large deficits in the ,1960s of the United Kingdom, that really had inflationary impacts on the system as awhole. That iswhy it was these
countries which I talked about in the main.
There wasalso another reason. One of mypoints-and
I drew attention to this both in my written and in my oral presentation-was
that our reserve.system was running wild.We have had an excessive
creation of world reserves, the origin of whichwasmostly the deficits
of the United States..and, to a minor extent, also of the United Kingdom and other countries. So I had to mention explicitly those countries
whichwere the main source of this uncontrolled process of reserve
creation.
Finally, as concerns the point made by Dr. Diz on disequilibrating
capital f l o ~ s ,I must say that I fully agree with his view
as expressed
in his final conclusion, which is exactly the same as the one that I also
reached: disequilibrating moneyflowshave
to be dealt with in a
pragmatic way.

I also share his doubts about the effectiveness of capital controls in
certain situations; I stressed that point in my written paper. And this
is why I share the conclusion which Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, the Managing Director of the Fund, recently expressed, namely, that there are
certain situations whereyou cannot cope with disequilibrating capital
flows except by floating, because controls, under such circumstances, are
of little avail. I tried to circumscribe more closely those circumstances
where all other means are likely to fail, namely, when there is lack of
confidencein the. leading currency of our system, the dollar. This is
why I think that it was verylogical to solve the recent crisesin the
end by floating vis-&visthe dollar.
One point where Dr. Diz agreed with me was that people tend to be
too dominated by contemporary problems; or, as it issometimes put
a little more unkindly, like generals they tend to prepare always for the
wars of the 'past and not for those of the future. I think it is indeed
a real danger in our reform discussions to project past or recent trends
too easily into the future. This is why I tried at the end of my paper to
do just the opposite, by saying that there is a chance that the tendency
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for the dollar to weaken will come to an end and may even’end very
soon. And as the weakness of the dollar hasbeen one of the main
reasons why the whole system has degenerated into.such an inflationary
impasse, this really gives me reason to think that, as I expressed it, we
will in the future be in a different ball game when the dollar’has been
rehabilitated. There will then also be a new chance for fixed.parities,
but not before.

Now I have an interesting question in that connection %om a gentleman in the audience: You mentioned-and Z agree-that ‘ a stable
international monetary system [in the sense of fixed parities, etc.] would
again be possible after two conditions have been fulfilled: (1)’the U.S.
balance of payments regains equilibrium and the distrust in the dollar
is removed; (2) inflation in the major countries has been brought under
control.When do you expect these conditions will be fulfilled: insix
months, two years, five years, never? I will give you an equally precise
answer. I expect that the first condition, the rehabilitation of the U.S.
balance of payments, will be fulfilled at the latest within the next two
years, and probably sooner. As to the second problem, namely, ‘when“inflation in the major countries has been brought under control,’’ I would
say it has to be brought under control within the next two years or we
shall all sink into an abyss of permanent and chronic inflation.

I will .also insert here another question, one which is connected with
the one I have just dealt with: You spoke of the “catching up” by
Europe andJapan with the United States as a process that is almost
completed. Why shouldnotthis
process continue, with Japanand
Europe eventually “going ahead” of the United States? Well, I know,
of course, these futurology forecasts that by 1980 or 1990 the per
capita income of Japan willbe higher than that of the United States.
However, I am not looking ahead to 1980 or 1990 but, say, the next
fiveyears. I am quite modest in my forecasting abilities. I would say
that we have now reached a new stage because, thanks to the various
realignments of currencies, including the one in February-March, and
the most recent one in May-June, 1973, we have now come to a point
where-and I quoted figures in that connection-per capita income in
some European countries has approachedpercapita
incpme in the
United States. We know, on the other hand, from a number of indications, that national productivity in most European countries is not fully
up to the American level. So I would say that, as concerns a number of
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European countries, we have now probably moved up to about an
equilibrium level or even beyond, and I do not foresee that we have to
adjust very much further in Europe as compared with the United States
in this field. (But, to be quite precise, in my written paper I did not
make any forecast to the effect that this process of structural catching
up with the United States has already been completed in every country.
I ventured such a guess for myown country, that is, Germany, and I
gavesomefigures
for Germany which I think are quite impressive,
namely, that on the basis of present exchange rates our per capita income is between 90 and 100 per cent of that of the United States.

I should ‘perhaps try to answer a few other questions before coming
to the points made by Dr. Fekete.
One question reads: All the preconditions you mentioned concerning
the adequate functioning of the Bretton Woods system (re-establishment
of confidence in the U.S. dollar,economicdiscipline, etc.): don’t they
amount to the recornmen.dation of the famous Irishman who, on being
asked the way to Dublin, replied, “Well, my dear fellow, if I wanted to
go to Dublin, I shouldn’tstart from here!” I think this comparison is
right. This .is exactly one of the reasons why the old system has broken
down; and it is also one of the reasons why we have to construct a new
and more realistic system. The old system just was not functioning any
longer in the real world in which we live, the world where deficit countries do not contribute to adjustment by deflation and where they usually
are-even unable to moderate their pace of inflation. Therefore, we need
a system with more ,flexible exchange
rates. This is one of the several
reasons why Mr. Morse, the Chairman of the Deputies of the Committee
of Twenty, and his colleagues are working on the reform of our system.
Here is another question that tiesinwiththisissue
of reform: Can
your addressbeconstruedasimplyingthatinternationalmonetaryreform is,premature and that weshould make thebest of the interim
period i n order to devise workable rules of behavior? What role could
the IMF perform during this interim period between now and completion of. &form? In some ways my remarks can be interpreted as saying
that even ifwe had a new system tomorrow, even if Mr. Morse could
present us next weekwith an outline for reform with which we could
all wholeheartedly agree, then I do not, think that we could introduce
the new .system, including dollar convertibility, forthwith, nor will the
’
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mere existence of new rules sufficeto ensure a stable international monetary system. I tried to show that much more is required to return to
greater stability all over the world than just new rules about exchange
rates ‘and convertibility. So, in that sense, I do not believe that ,wecan
achievea more stable system overnight; but this does not...meanwe
should not elaborate newrules as soon as possible. Some’improvements could perhaps be introduced into the Fund‘s surveillance system
on an experimental basis before the new rules are definitely .in.force.
Another question whichalso concerns the system and its reform
reads as follows: Shouldn’t central banks rather refrain from recycling
excess liquidity through Euro-money, U.S. Treasury bills, or reserve
diversification, by simply depositing excess US.dollars with the .Federal
ReserveBank, bearing no interest? This isaverysensible
proposal,
except that I know of quite a number of countries and central banks
whichhave already stated in the Committee of Twenty and elsewhere
that they are just not prepared to accept any restraint on the freedom
of-investing their reserves as they please, and that is one of the reasons
why I said I have become skeptical that we will achieve veryfar-reaching
results as concerns both control of the Euro-markets and control of the
dollar overhang.We cando thesethingsonly
on a voluntary basis,
and it may well turn out that there will not be enough volunteers.

I now come very briefly to the points made by Dr. Fekete.
First, he remarked that I was speaking of a “world” monetary system
and that the present system does not apply to the whole world. I would
answer that, in my paper, I made it very clear that I was dealing with
the monetary system of Bretton Woods and the decline of the original
Bretton Woodssystem; and, of course, I had to limit myself tothat
part of the world where the Bretton Woods system was in force.
His second point was that the main difference between him and myself was that I had not dealt with the fundamental change in the international system which came about at the end of the 1960s, when the
system degenerated from agold-exchange standard into a, pure dollar
standard. Yes, I have somewhat neglected this feature. I did not speak
about gold in my oral presentation, though I mentioned it in my written
paper. In twenty-five or thirty minutes you cannot speak .about every
problem. I think heis
right in saying thatfrom the end of the
1960s onward there has beenagravedecay,
a seriousdegeneration,
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in our system.' But in my view this was not due mainly to the introduction of the two-tier gold system, as he claims. I do not believe 'that
in the world in which we live gold has constituted, or could constitute
in the future, a major disciplinary brake on the system. I would rather
turn his statement around and say that the introduction of the twotier gold system was not the reason for, but a symptom of, the process
of decay that was taking place. The free market convertibility of the
,dollar into gold had to be suspended because the necessary basic conditions for convertibility no longerexisted, and so the introduction of
the two-tier gold market was just a consequence of the decay that had
already set in. By the way, when I described the progressive worsening
of inflation by quoting the average rates of inflation from one five-year
period to the next, I used these periods only for statistical convenience.
I did not want to imply,, as Dr. Fekete inferred, that thesefive-year
periods also constituted, in myview, a meaningful way of dividing up
the evolution of our monetary system.
Dr. Fekete made another point inconnectionwith
SDRs. He accepted my thesis that the SDR system has disappointed certain expectations. But he did not accept my explanation. His explanation is quite
different, so I have to clarify myown position. One of the basic goals
of the SDR systemwas to gain through it a better control over international liquidity. In myview thisexpectation was disappointed because the installation of sufficient control over other forms of reserve
creation, in particular, in the form of currency holdings,hadbeen
neglected and because creation of reserves in these other forms had got
out of control. Reserve creation in the form of foreignexchange was
so excessive that the whole system, includingthe SDR system, was really
'jeopardized.
Now to the final point, namely, gold, which to this day continues to
be a fascinating subject. Dr. Fekete quoted my written paper to the
effect that.I said that gold has catapulted itself out of the system through
the enormous price increases and instability of the market in the last
fewmonths.However,
I did not make such a sweeping statement. I
only said that gold has catapulted itself out of the system as a numeraire,
as a measure of value for the currency parities, and I went on to say
that goldwould continue toremain an important part of the central
banks' reserves, but not at a fixed official price. And here I have one
thing in particular to say on the official gold price.
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I quite agree with Dr. Fekete that the present offici,al price of gold is
purelyfictitious, is unrealistic. The difficulty beginswhen ‘one.asks
what the new official price should be. I can tell you, that we had’a .very
interesting debate on the question, what should a possiblenew official
price of gold be, in a recent meeting of the Deputies of the ‘Committee
of Twenty; and the outcome was, I would say, so fruitless-or hilarious
-thateverybodywholistened
to that debate would despair of .ever
seeing a new official gold price again. In this connection I am reminded
of Humpty-Dumpty, who, as you know, had a great fal1,:and the story
then continues, “all the king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put
Humpty together again.” I am afraid thisseems to applyaswellto
gold as a numeraire, that is, as a measure of value, in our system.
This leads me to a question on gold from the audience: Why wouldn’t
it be possible to sell official gold at the free market price and thus help
to dampen inflation and excessive speculation? My ‘answeris,yes, it
shouldbepossible to sellofficialgold at the free market price. It is
perhaps not widelyknown that the IMF Agreement permits sales of
officialgold at a price higher than the officialprice. It was only in
March 1968 that a group of central banks agreedamongthemselves
through self-constraint no longer to sell gold on the free market. This
March 1968 agreement has been overtaken byevents and should be
.abrogated. Central banks should have full freedom to deal in gold. On
the other hand, I do not believe that sales of officialgold on the free.
market wouldhave more than a marginaleffect on the’world-wide
“ocean of inflation.”

*

*

*

MR. BURGESS:It is almost the witching hour; I would just ask whether
our other two speakers have any ideas they would add or anything else
they would like to say.
DR. DIZ: On the question of the numeraire of the system-ifwe
are
to utilize this French word with its exclusive English meaning, I believe
coined in Switzerland-I think
that the SDR can provide.such a common denominator for expressing parities, on theJ basis of the “an SDR
isan SDR’ approach, that is, independent of gold.
The point has been made here-as well as elsewhere--that
the official
price of gold is now a fictitious and an artificial one. I need to be very
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brief, so I will just leaveyouwith the following question: Whenwas
the official price of gold not fictitious or not artificial?

,

DR. FEKETE:When I spoke about SDRs I said that I do not think
that the SDR can be a numeraire because, according to logic, one thing
cannot be explained by itself. That wasmy idea. I did not say that it
is gold, but I think that it isgold. Dr. Emminger then suggestedgold
as a numeraire. Perhaps that is right. It would be the rightthing to
get this numeraire under some formula, and if somebody has a better
one I would be very pleased; but up to now nobody has had such an
idea.

Concluding Remarks
MR. BURGESS:When and where do we meetagain? The' Directors of
the Foundation, who met this morning and have been in touch with each
other, have been wondering what would
be the place to go next year
for our meeting.We have had four meetings in Washington, we have
had three here, we had one in Rio, we had one in Rome, one in Stockholm. We are agreed that there is another part of the world that requires our thought and our friendship and our attention-that is, Japan
and the Far East. Wehavebeentalkingwithsome
of our Japanese
friends, and they have indicated to us that they wouldwelcome our
coming to Japan and holding our meeting there on problems that relate
both to their area and to ours. There are, for example, common problems of the functions of regional organizations and their. relation to
broadly international ones. This is what we are thinking about. So, look
at your maps and see if you would not like to attend our program next
year.
Let menow thank the speakers, thank the Bank for International
Settlements, thank you all, and thank the Per Jacobson family for their
participation. Withallthose pleasant thoughts in our minds, wewill
adjourn.

.-
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